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Abstract

Our aim was to spread out the analysis of the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition to the syllable constituents of coda and complex onset, thus enabling an interaction between syllable structure and segmental inventory on phonological acquisition. We used analysis rating scales based on segmental strength and sonority, together with data from Brazilian Portuguese. The hypothesis for a Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition was created. This hypothesis suggests phonological acquisition of the simple onset happens in four stages, with stronger contrasts being acquired before the weaker ones. It also suggests coda acquisition happens in four stages, with final positions being acquired before middle positions, except when it comes to archiphoneme /R/, whose acquisition is co-occurrent. This hypothesis also suggests complex onset acquisition happens in two stages, beginning with the first consonant of complex onset and, on a further stage, command of the structure, regardless of segment class.

Keywords  Acquisition, Speech, Language, Evaluation

1. Introduction

This new hypothesis for analysis is closely related to the ongoing development on the interaction between research on the process of phonological acquisition and the analysis of results based on phonological theories (Othero, 2005; Lazzarotto, 2007; Boersma, 2007; 2008; Matzenauer, 2012; 2013).
Typical phonological acquisition happens when the child sets up a phonological system similar to the ones observed on their peers of the same age, i.e., matching the speech of their social group (Lamprecht, 1993; Matzenauer, 2012; 2013; Silva, Ferrante, Borsel & Pereira, 2012). In Brazilian Portuguese, this process happens gradually and in a non-linear way between birth and the age of 5:0, according to individual differences of each child (Lamprecht, 1993; 2004; Vitor & Cardoso-Martins, 2007; Toreti & Ribas, 2010; Silva, Ferrante, Borsel & Pereira, 2012).

However, this acquisition does not always happen as expected. Alterations to the regular process, referred as phonological disorders, might occur. These are usually defined as linguistic disorders manifested by using different patterns (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009; 2012; Henrich & Ribas, 2014). This disorder affects the phonological level of linguistic organization but not the mechanism of articulatory production (Grunwell, 1988; 1990).

Children with phonological disorders are usually diagnosed at an age above 5:0 and their phonological system is different from the input received from adults (Mota, 2001; Othero, 2005; Henrich & Ribas, 2014). The main feature of this group of subjects is their inability to systematically learn and organize their language sounds without having significant organic injuries affecting speech production, such as cognitive impairment, neuromuscular disorders, psychiatric disorders and environmental factors (Grunwell, 1988, 1990; Mota, 2001; Othero, 2005; Henrich & Ribas, 2014). Despite the non-existence of a noticeable organic problem, these children show an unexpected phonological system and they might express an incomplete segmental inventory when compared to their linguistic community standard (Mota, 2001; Wertzner, Pagan, Galea & Papp, 2007; Mezzomo, Giacchini, Dias, Luiz, & Lopes, 2011).

Phonological acquisition of a language is much more than just filling the segmental structure. It is imperative that syllable templates comprised by a language’s phonology should be made available to the child (Miranda, 2012). Despite lack of consensus concerning the role of syllable structure in segmental acquisition, studies show a predisposition to acknowledge a strong connection between prosodic and segmental levels of phonology (Freitas, 1998; Galea & Wertzner, 2010; Miranda, 2012; Matzenauer, 2013; Mezzomo, Dias & Vargas, 2014).

According to the exposed by Selrirk (1982) the syllable is a structure composed by two constituents, the onset (O) and the rhyme (R), being the rhyme constituted by a sonority peak, the core (occupied by a vowel) and optionally the coda (Cd). The onset is not mandatory in the language and is liable of ramifications, the syllable structure can be observed on Figure 1.

The syllable structure can be analyzed from three aspects: i) from the principles that determine the possible sequences of segments in the syllables; ii) the relation between the different syllabic constituents, and the segments that the languages license to occupy these constituents; iii) and of sonority, since the syllable is a sonority peak, and it is the one that conditions the factors “i” and “ii”.

Figure 1. Representation of the syllable as ramified structure based on Selkirk (1982)
It is understood that the relations established for the proper and precise functioning of the linguistic systems, will also interfere in the phonological acquisition system, since it is necessary to observe and verify the relations established among the different phonological units during the acquisition process (Miranda, 2012; Matzenauer, 2013). The analysis of the interaction among these units (features, syllabic constituents, metric feet) allows the verification of how the phonological system of the child is being structured, and allows to verify if this process happens on a desired manner. The segmented analyses of only one of these units can generate mistaken conclusions about the acquisition process, verifying asymmetries that are not found when evaluating the different units in an interactive way (Matzenauer, 2015).

Acquisition data show a segment could be acquired as an onset but the same segment, on a given moment, could not be produced as a coda. This proves reliance between segmental and prosodic acquisition. On phonological disorders, the linguistic disorder affects both segmental and syllable level and reliance between segmental acquisition and syllable structure acquisition is noticeable (Freitas, 1998; Rose, 2000; Fikkert, 2007; Galea & Wertzner, 2010; Almeida, 2011; Yamaguchi, 2012; Lopes, Dias, & Mezzomo, 2015).

Using theoretical models to analyze speech data has provided a new interpretation and assessment of typical, as well as atypical, phonological acquisition. Research on clinical phonology has made possible a paradigm shift regarding assessment and therapy for children with atypical phonological acquisition. An example of such is the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition (SCA) suggested by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009), created from the hypothesis by Clements (2009). This model aims to describe phonological acquisition in Brazilian Portuguese via contrast acquisition in this language.

This model enables to evaluate a child’s sound system (not only with typical phonological acquisition, but also in the deviant cases) during its acquisition process and besides, it enables to assess the gravity of the deviant cases. The central idea of the SCA model is to enable to represent and explain the acquisition steps of the Brazilian Portuguese phonology, from the acquisition of the contrasts established by features and not on the acquisition of isolated segments. The model analyses the present, the absent and the in acquisition contrasts in the children’s system and the way they occupy the absent phonological spaces (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009).

As mentioned, the model proposed by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009) for analysis, rating and therapy for phonological disorders was based on the phonological principles supported by Clements features (2009). This hypothesis used the Robustness Scale for consonant features to organize this model's stages for phonological acquisition. To this principle the authoress performed changes inherent to the Brazilian Portuguese, enabling to expose in a proper way the language acquisition process.

The Robustness Scale proposed by Clements (2009) was structured from the phonologies of the world language. From this, it is believed that the acquisition of a determined phonology can be guided with base on this principle. The Robustness Principle sustains that there is a universal
features hierarchy, which reflects the preference of the languages in the constitution of their inventories. This preference is related to the position that the features occupy in a Robustness hierarchy. The features that occupy higher positions in the hierarchy are preferable to those which are in lower position in this ranking (Clements, 2009). Thus, it can be admitted in the development of the phonological system, the contrasts established by features ranked higher will be favored in their production, than those established by features ranked lower on this scale. And that the contrasts resulting from features that occupy the lower position on the scale, will be present only if the contrasts established by stronger features are already part of the child’s phonological system (Clements, 2009; Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009). So the selection of this principle to validate stages for phonological acquisition expects the child to acquire stronger contrasts before acquiring weaker contrasts (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009).

Besides this principle, the authoress uses in the data analyses the principle of the Features Economy and the Marked Features Avoidance. The Principle of the Features Economy refers to the tendency of the traces to match maximally among each other (Clements, 2009). This principle can be observed through the voicing on the fricatives and plosives of the Brazilian Portuguese with only the features (+voice), the number of obstruent in the system is doubled. Thus, it is possible to verify that the feature is used with maximum efficiency on the system and on a very economical way by the language (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2012). For Clements (2009) the Principle of Marked Features Avoidance can be seen as a new way for the students of the phonological inventories replacing the traditional way of analyses. The author considers the marking as a frequency effect which is determined by the appearance of the feature on the language. This way, the least frequent value of a feature is like this due to its unpredictability in the system, and, for this reason, can show special properties, many times associated with the marked values. Because of this, the author rejects the hypothesis of considering marked the feature which has more complex articulatory or perceptual properties, in comparison with other features that do not have them. On the basis of the marking idea Clements (2009) formalizes the Principle of Marked Features Avoidance in which a value of marked feature is considered when this is absent in some languages, on the contrary it is not marked. Having this principle as basis, the number of plosives must be bigger than the number of fricatives in a determined language.

From the phonological principles based on features of Clements (2009) and based empirically on the data typical phonological acquisition of Brazilian Portuguese, described in Lamprecht (2004), the Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009) structured the SAC model, which allows to represent and explain the stages of acquisition of phonology of Brazilian Portuguese, based on the acquisition of contrasts set the features and not the acquisition of isolated segments. A fundamental point of this model is the concept of formation of natural classes of segments from the action of features co-occurrence, as contrasts imply features co-occurrence and consequently natural classes of sounds in any phonological inventory or at any stage of the acquisition process (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009).
The SCA model (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009) suggests four acquisition stages, designed as periods when some language contrasts are stable in the children's system. These contrasts do not have a fixed order of appearance within these stages. These stages would be:

1st Acquisition Stage – Appearance and acquisition of contrasts, responsible for telling apart nasals from plosives, as well as command of point and sonority contrast in plosives context. It begins with the child's first productions and goes until 2:0 years. At this stage the features are marked acquired: [+sonorant] [labial], [dorsal], [-anterior], [+voiced]. By the end of this stage, the child has the following contrasts in their grammar: (i) sonorants versus obstruents; (ii) labials versus coronals in sonorant and non-sonorant contexts; (iii) labial-coronals versus dorsals, in obstruents context; (iv) sonorants versus non-sonorants, in plosives context. The child’s system will have segments /p, b, t, d, k, g, m, n, ŋ/.

2nd Acquisition Stage – Command of contrast between non-continuant versus continuant, in obstruent context, allowing appearance of the fricatives class in the child’s system. Acquisition of sonority and point contrasts in the same context also occurs. At the end of this stage the marked feature is acquired: [+continuant]. It begins around 1:8 years and goes approximately until 2:6 years. Segments /f, v, s, z/ are acquired in this stage.

3rd Acquisition Stage – Set up of contrast between nasals and orals in the sonorants class, due to appearance of the feature [±approximant]. Contrast between anterior and non-anterior in coronal fricative is acquired, as well as sonority contrast in the same context. At the end of this stage the marked feature is acquired: [+approximant]. Segments /l, ʃ, Ʒ/ are acquired. This stage begins around 2:8 years and ends approximately at 3:0 years.

4th Acquisition Stage – Contrast between lateral approximant sonorants versus non lateral, due to the feature [±continuant] in liquids context. There is distinction of anterior versus non-anterior in laterals, as well as distinction of dorsal point versus coronal in non-laterals. At this stage there is no acquisition marked features. Segments /ʎ, R, ɾ/ are acquired. This stage begins around 3:4 years and goes until 4:2 years.

By using phonological models for clinical description and speech data analysis, this study aims to add analysis and description of coda and complex onset syllable structures to the hypothesis by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009). This will allow adding the interaction between syllable structure and segmental inventory on phonological acquisition, as there are very few assessment hypotheses containing syllable-segment interface.

2. Methodology and results

2.1. Procedures for the organization of the syllabic structure analysis proposal on the Standard Model of Contrasts Acquisition

In order to extend Lazzarotto-Volcão model (2009) by adding analysis of coda and complex onset syllable structures, specific diagrams for each syllable constituent were created.

Firstly, an acquisition hypothesis was drafted, based on the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features (Table 1) (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009; 2010). This scale shows the co-occurrences that are established.
through the acquisition. Being the highest placed co-occurrences in the hierarchy the most robust and those arranged below the less robust.

Table 1
**Robustness Scale for Consonants Features of Co-occurrences for the Acquisition of Brazilian Portuguese, by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Co-occurrences for Consonants Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group a</td>
<td>± sonorant, [-sonorant, -continuant, coronal], [-sonorant, -continuant, labial], [-sonorant, -continuant, dorsal], [-sonorant, -continuant, ±voiced], [+sonorant, -aproximant, labial], [+sonorant, -aproximant, coronal], [+sonorant, -aproximant, coronal, ±anterior]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group b</td>
<td>[-sonorant, ± continuant], [-sonorant, +continuant, coronal], [-sonorant, +continuant, labial], [-sonorant, +continuant, coronal, ±voiced], [-sonorant, +continuant, labial, ±voiced]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group c</td>
<td>[-sonorant, +continuant, coronal, ±anterior], [-sonorant, +continuant, coronal, -anterior, ±voiced], [+sonorant, ±approximant]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group d</td>
<td>[+sonorant, +approximant, ±continuant], [+sonorant, +approximant, -continuant, ±anterior], [+sonorant, +approximant, +continuant, coronal], [+sonorant, +approximant, +continuant, dorsal]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This hypothesis (based in Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features) assumed that segments in several syllable positions would be acquired according to the rating scale. The child would thus acquire stronger contrasts in a stage previous to acquisition of weaker contrasts. Afterwards, this hypothesis was analysed with empirical data from Brazilian Portuguese available at Lamprecht (2004) and thus the hypothesis of integrating syllable structure in the SCA model was validated.

Regarding segments used in the preparation of this hypothesis, segments /N/, /S/, /L/ and /R/ were taken into account, as these act as a decreasing margin in a syllable in Brazilian Portuguese (Wetzels, 1997; 2000; Freitas, 1998; Lamprecht, 2004; Galea, & Wertzner, 2010; Mezzomo, Dias, & Vargas, 2014).

In the complex onset position, the following obstruents were admitted in C1 position: /p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v/; and liquids /l, r/ in C2 position (Lamprecht, 2004). However, not all of these combinations are possible nor found in Brazilian Portuguese. For example, [vr] only appears in the middle; [vl] only appears on loan words from other languages; and [tl] seldom occurs and only in the middle preceded by the vowel 'a' (Freitas, 1998; Ribas, 2003; Lamprecht, 2004; Montenegro, 2012).
For determining the status of contrast acquisition, we adopted the proportions suggested by Yavas, Hernandorena & Lamprecht (2001). In these, contrast or syllable structure was deemed absent when proportion of correct production was equal to or less than 50% in each assessed context; unstable, when proportion of correct production was between 51% a 75% in the assessed context; and acquired, when proportion of correct production was above 76% in each context. Specific notations, colors and shapes were used for each acquisition stage, for each syllable constituents and for acquisition status. In acquisition stages, we used red for the first stage; blue for the second; yellow for the third; and green for the last acquisition stage of contrasts or structures (Table 2).

For setting syllable constituents apart, we used different shapes: the square shows simple onset; the rectangle middle coda; the oval shape, end coda structure; and the conjoined rectangles, complex onset (the first rectangle shows the obstruent and the second shows the liquid) (Table 2). As for acquisition status, different fillings were used. When contrasts, co-occurrences and syllable structures are absent, there is no filling in their specific shapes; if contrast or syllable structure is being acquired, the filling shows diagonal lines; when contrasts, co-occurrences and syllable structures have been acquired, the filling is solid (Table 2).

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Shapes</th>
<th>Acquisition status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Simple onset</td>
<td>→ Contrasts, co-occurrences and syllable structures are absent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Middle coda</td>
<td>→ Contrasts or syllable structures in acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>End coda</td>
<td>→ Contrasts or syllable structures acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Complex onset</td>
<td>→ Contrasts, co-occurrences and syllable structures acquired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red (1st)</td>
<td>Simple onset</td>
<td>→ Availability contrast or the structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue (2nd)</td>
<td>Middle coda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow (3rd)</td>
<td>End coda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green (4th)</td>
<td>Complex onset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Proposal of the Acquisition Standard Model of Contrasts and Structures (SCA-E)

Diagrams were created for each analysed syllable structure. For simple onset structure, we kept the hypothesis presented by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009), with a few structural modifications. For coda and complex onset constituents, we created diagrams based on the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009) and the Sonority Rating Scale by Clements and Hume (1995).
It is known that acquisition happens in a joint and interconnected way, so the suggested separation was merely for didactic and organizational purposes. In this hypothesis, we kept the same features exposed in the original model while respecting the theoretical basis matching the analysis of syllable structures. The following will be presented each of the diagrams drawn to the syllabic constituents, simple onset, coda and complex onset.

2.2.1. Proposal for a Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition – Simple Onset
On the simple onset syllabic constituent analysis proposed, the same idea presented on the original SCA model was kept (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009). The syllabic structure of the simple onset is formed by only one consonant, and it is considered the least restrictive position on the Brazilian Portuguese, since all the consonants of the language can occupy such position. Emphasizing that the phonemes /ʎ/, /ɲ/ and /ɾ/ happen in syllables located in the middle of the word.
To the diagram elaborated by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009) two small alterations of structural character were performed, which do not interfere on the content and on the reading of the model. The changes are: i) addition of a rectangle on the top of the picture with the indication of simple onset structure; ii) insertion of overwritten numbers on the nasal, liquids /l/ and /ɾ/ and on the deaf coronal fricative /s/.

The i) modification was needed given the design of two other diagrams, one for coda and the other for complex onset. This way, each diagram has the rectangle concerning the represented syllable structure. In addition, every time this structure is available in the child’s system, the rectangle will be filled with grey, showing the child already commands that structure.

The ii) modification was added to the diagram because nasals, liquids /l/ and /ɾ/ and non-sonorant coronal fricative /s/ can be both in simple onset position and in coda position. Thus, so that acquisition order for those constituents could be shown in the system, we added the number – 1 or 2 – inside the segment specific rectangle. When observed on the nasals, liquids /l/ and /ɾ/ and on the deaf coronal fricative /s/, the overwritten number 1 indicates that this segment was acquired beforehand on this syllabic constituent, than this same segment that contains the overwritten number 2. When these numbers appear, one can determine on which syllable position the segment was first acquired. With the suggested modifications, the hypothesis for analyzing and describing data on simple onset for Brazilian Portuguese is shown in Figure 2.
Based on the model it is possible to represent and explain the stages of acquisition of phonology of Brazilian Portuguese, by acquiring contrasts established by the features and not the acquisition of isolated segments. Thus, it is possible to verify the formation of natural classes segments from the action of co-occurrences of features, whereas contrasts require the co-occurrences of features and hence the existence of natural classes of sounds in any phonological inventory or any step of acquisition process.

2.2.2. Proposal for a Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition – Middle Coda and End Coda

The coda syllabic structure can be filled by one or two phonemes that occupy the right margin of the syllable. On the Brazilian Portuguese this constituent presents some restrictions regarding to the segmental material that can occupy such position. The language allows the coda to be filled by a nasal sonorant, with no specifications for articulation point features, traditionally a consonant nasal archiphoneme, a coronal lateral sonorant or by a coronal continuous obstruent, traditionally represented by the archiphoneme /S/ (Câmara Jr. 1973).

Using empiric data of the Brazilian Portuguese with the proposal based on the Robustness Scale for co-occurrence of consonant features (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009), a sequence of acquisition of the constituent was proposed. Having as basis the data available in Lamprecht (2004) analyzed with the co-occurrences previewed on the Robustness Scale by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009) the coda acquisition would happen in four steps, which would be:
1st Coda Acquisition Stage (red) – Acquisition of archiphonemes /N/ and /L/ in end position. This stage begins around 1:4 years and goes until approximately 1:7 years. In this stage, end coda is performed adequately by archiphonemes /N/ and /L/. Comparing to the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009), an agreement about early acquisition of the nasals is verified. Studies indicate that the acquisition of the nasal placed at the end of the word happen at very initial periods of the normal phonological development, since the omission of this segment does not manifest itself anymore at two years of age (Mezzomo, 2005; Mezzomo, Quintas, Savoldi, Bruno, 2010).

The precocity of the final coda acquisition with the lateral liquid diverges from the observed when this segment is in position of simple onset. This disagreement can be due to the vocalic nature that this liquid acquires in coda position in the Brazilian Portuguese speakers (ex. ‘mel’ → [‘mevw']).

As the vocalic system is acquired quite early by children and the lateral liquid is similar to the vowel [u] during phonetic production, this could explain early acquisition of the segment in end coda position (Lamprecht, 1993; Mezzomo, 2005; Lamprecht, 2004; Mezzomo, Quintas, Savoldi, & Bruno, 2010; Galea & Wertzner, 2010, Mezzomo, Dias, & Vargas, 2014). On the European Portuguese (Lousada, Mendes, Valente & Hall 2012; Amorim, 2014; 2015) this behavior is not observed and the coda with the lateral liquid tends to be acquired before the middle position, differing from the observed on the Brazilian children.

2nd Coda Acquisition Stage (blue) – Acquisition of nasal archiphoneme in middle position and of fricative archiphoneme /S/ in end position. Thus, both sonorants and obstruents can fill this position. This stage begins around 1:6 and goes until 2:6 years. It completes acquisition of archiphoneme /N/ in both coda positions.

According to the hypothesis based on the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features, fricative acquisition would happen after acquiring nasals and before acquiring liquids and both positions would be acquired simultaneously, which was not observed. The constituent acquisition period was affected by coda position in the word. The role of syllable position and the role of the word affect greatly the acquisition process of coda constituents.

In the second expected acquisition stage of the coda constituent, the system already has three codas in end position - /N/, /L/ and /S/ - and just one in middle position, /N/. End codas seem to benefit from the acquisition process. According to Freitas, Miguel & Faria (2001), word end position has a major role in processing morphological information, which could explain the preference for end codas before middle codas. Its acquisition benefits from its more prominent morphological position and this morphological piece of information usually transported by the final coda would be more relevant for the acquisition of the fricatives in coda position. It can be inferred that the children adopt different acquisition routes during the construction of the architecture of the distinctive features according to the syllabic structure that the segment occupies (Almeida, Costa, Freitas, 2010).

This tendency for end coda position to be stable before middle position has been shown in other studies in this field. These studies show phonemes in
end position are privileged over middle position phonemes (Lamprecht 1993; Mezzomo, 2005; Lamprecht, 2004; Mezzomo, Quintas, Savoldi, & Bruno, 2010; Galea & Wertzner, 2010; Mezzomo, et al, 2011; Miranda, 2012; Mezzomo, Dias, & Vargas, 2014).

3rd Coda Acquisition Stage (yellow) – It predicts middle coda acquisition, such as /S/ e /L/. It begins around 2:6 and goes until 3:0 years. By the end of this stage, the system has codas with /N/, /S/ and /L/ in both positions. Only command of coda with archiphoneme /R/ is missing. Once more, coda position in the word affects the segments acquisition process, which shows the relevance of coda structure position for that constituent’s acquisition. Mezzomo, Quintas, Savoldi, & Bruno (2010) highlight coda segments are firstly acquired in end position, no matter the sound class. The authors also point out the role of tone for favouring the perceptual edge in a syllable margin.

A study performed with a monolingual child (European Portuguese) and a bilingual child (European Portuguese and French) verified that the two children present a different route on the acquisition of fricatives on the onset and coda position. This variation can be seen as a clue that the children build a feature architecture according to the syllabic structure where the fricative is made (Almeida, Costa & Freitas, 2010). The influence of the syllable role on the emergency of the segments was also observed on studies with the Brazilian Portuguese (Matzenauer, 2013).

4th Coda Acquisition Stage (green) – Predicted acquisition of archiphoneme /R/ in middle and end coda. This stage begins around 2:10 and goes until 3:10 years, marking the end of coda constituent acquisition in Brazilian Portuguese. This was the only stage matching what was suggested by the hypothesis supported by the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features. As predicted, coda formed with archiphoneme /R/ was the last to be acquired and its acquisition was co-occurrent in both middle and end positions. According to data from Lamprecht (2004), a difference in acquisition of archiphoneme /R/ in the several positions was not observed. But for Mezzomo (2005), appearance and acquisition of that archiphoneme in middle position happens after a stable end position.

The organization established for the acquisition of the coda structure by the Brazilian Portuguese reinforces the idea that the acquisition happens on a distinct way when the segment is in a simple structure (CV) and when it is in a more complex syllabic structure (CVC). Having as an example the case of the co-occurrences responsible for the non-lateral liquids, which will appear on the system according to Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009) at the age of about 3:4 years while on the coda position this segment starts appearing at the age of about 2:10 years and its acquisition is expected to happen at the age of 3:10 years. Such difference demonstrates to what the acquisition is sensitive to the extra segmental properties, as studies that assume that a same phonetic segment will show distinct formats of production in different contexts highlight (Freitas, Almeida & Costa, 2009; Almeida, Costa & Freitas, 2010; Matzenauer, 2013).

As such, we suggest four stages for coda acquisition. In the first, there are sonorant segments in end position. In the second, the obstruent and the middle position appear. In the third, all coda have been acquired, except
archiphoneme /R/ structures, to be acquired in the last stage. This acquisition period goes until approximately 3:10 years. In that period, we highlight the relevance of structure position in the word, which affects acquisition periods. The hypothesis for a Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition for Coda can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition for Coda](image)

We point out that the configuration of onset presentation on the chart is to show contrasts hierarchy but that is not the intended idea for coda syllable structure. By using the chart to show coda acquisition, our aim is to present the difference between acquisition time for several syllable positions - middle and end - and not contrast between them.

2.2.3. Proposal for a Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition – Complex Onset

As referred on the introduction of this article, the onset is not a mandatory constituent of the syllable, but when it is present it can be filled by one or two consonants. When the onset is present and is filled by two consonants it characterizes a complex onset, and on the Brazilian Portuguese it will have on the first consonant an obstruent and the second consonant will be a liquid. However there are some restrictions regarding to the segments that can occupy the complex onset, being the allowed obstruent: /p, b, t, d, k, g, f, v/ and the liquids /l, r/.

On the Brazilian Portuguese not all the combinations between these two elements are possible and some of the complex onset groups present restrictions regarding to the position on the word. For instance, the group
formed by /vɾ/ occurs only in middle position (i.e. livro); the group /vl/ is found in some names, borrowed from other languages (i.e. Vladimir); and the words that contain a group /tl/ are few and when present the onset is in middle position preceded by the vowel ‘a’ (i.e. atlas). Besides, a great difference on the amount of existing words with the structure formed by /l/ and by /ɾ/ is observed, being the complex onsets formed with less frequent lateral liquid, conferring a property marked to the words that contain this structure.

The hypothesis supported by the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features has shown different acquisition stages for complex onset constituent. According to this, groups comprised of fricative obstruents together with lateral liquids would be acquired before complex onsets comprised of plosives and non-lateral liquid. This behavior was not observed in Brazilian Portuguese data, as these show different complex onset groups are acquired in a similar way.

As for complex onset, a different acquisition order for complex onsets in initial and in middle positions was not observed. This shows that syllable structure position is not relevant in that context, unlike what can be seen for coda. With the data available at Lamprecht (2004), complex onset acquisition can be defined in two stages:

1st Complex Onset Acquisition Stage (red) – Only the first structure consonant is performed, regardless of context. Factors such as type of consonant in C₁, liquid filling C₂ or position in word do not affect complex onset acquisition process. In this first stage, the child performs a CCV structure as a CV simple onset.

2nd Complex Onset Acquisition Stage (blue) – Appearance of CCV syllable, without any intermediate stage between structure simplification (CV) and its correct performance (CCV). In this stage, no preferences are observed for different sound classes (plosives or fricatives) or for type of liquid (lateral or non-lateral). According to data shown in Lamprecht (2004), acquiring different complex onset groups happens simultaneously. Thus, complex onset acquisition might occur in two moments - C₁V simplification and correct C₁C₂V performance. Command of the second stage happens around 5:0 years.

Based on data from Lamprecht (2004), one can see two acquisition stages for complex onset. The initial stage, where only the first structure consonant is produced (C₁V), is shown in the diagram by two conjoined rectangles: the first represents C₁ and is filled by onset segments and the colour red; the second rectangle has no filling. The second stage, where complex onset is acquired, is shown in the diagram by filling both rectangles with blue, thus proving the structure has been acquired by the child’s system. The Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition for Complex Onset can be seen in Figure 4.
One can see that the hypothesis based on Brazilian Portuguese empirical data is quite different from the first hypothesis supported by the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features. This difference refers to acquisition stages for different types of complex onset. Based on data from Lamprecht (2004), we conclude complex onset is acquired in the same way through all possible combinations for the structure.

The complex onset acquisition process on the Brazilian Portuguese can be better explained and justified through the Sonority Scale by Clements and Hume (1995). As referred previously, the syllable is formed by a sonority peak, the sonority is a natural property on the languages and is expressed from the degrees of prominence of this property, consequently from the segments that carry them. The sonority will determine the relation among the constituents that form the syllable, as well as the segments licensed to occupy each one of these constituents (onset, core, coda), and with this the sequences accepted on the language. The sonority scale characterizes as the distribution of the segments in a sequence due to the sonorant or sonority, as it can be observed on the Sonority Scale of Clements and Hume (1995) expressed on Table 3.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obstruents</th>
<th>&lt; Nasal</th>
<th>&lt; Liquid</th>
<th>&lt; Vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In that rating scale, obstruents have the same value (0) and that would explain why complex onsets with plosives and fricatives are acquired simultaneously and treated in the same way by the child. Also, liquids, both
lateral and non-laterals, have the same value (2), which explains why both /l/ onset and /ɾ/ onset are acquired at the same time. According to Clements (1990) the sonority profile preferred on the syllables presents a maximum sonority growth from the attack to the core and a minimum decrease from the core to the coda, which characterizes the complex onset standard on the Brazilian Portuguese. Despite the complex onset formed by /l/ be in smaller amount and less frequent on the language and thus present a marked characteristic, what could justify a later acquisition (by the fact that the child tends to avoid more marked structures), it was not observed on the analyzed data of the Brazilian Portuguese.

The Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features was created based on contrasts produced by different feature combinations observed at segmental level. By analysing the complex onset, we study the extra segmental, being such scale inappropriate to clarify the observed on the complex onset acquisition. It is known that the phonological acquisition depends not only on the features acquisition, but also on all the relation established among the different phonological units that compose the language.

For a better elucidation of the complex onset acquisition process, the Sonority Rating Scale by Clements & Hume (1995) is more suitable, as it presents equal sonority values for obstruents and for liquids, regardless of each one’s class. In this way, it can be inferred that the children while acquiring the complex onset give great importance to the sonority cycle present on the syllable and they try to respect this property. The greater ease (due to Strength) for acquiring plosive obstruents before fricative obstruents is observed when those segments happen in simple structures. When it comes to complex onset, the issue is no longer segmental but structural and sequential. As complex onset has a late acquisition (this structure is acquired around 5:0 years), the subjects segmental inventory is already complete and it is important to resort to other rating scales to explain the acquisition process. The acquisition standard observed on the complex onset emphasizes the importance that the sonority has on the acquisition of this constituent. It is possible to observe that the child tries during the acquisition of the complex onset to keep the syllable sonority cycle (Clements, 1990), keeping the syllables always with a growing behavior from the onset to the core. It demonstrate that the phonological acquisition evolves the relation of the different phonological units of the language (for example, interaction between traces, syllabic constituent, tonicity and others), being the analysis of interaction among them very important.

3. Discussion and Final Comments
Spreading out the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition, thus enabling an interaction between the syllable structure and the segmental inventory on phonological acquisition, allows a deeper analysis of children phonological systems. This makes it possible to determine syllable-segment interface in the presented speech data Brazilian Portuguese.
This extension has followed the same principles of its initial version, the Robustness Scale for Consonant Features (Clements, 2009), and of the Robustness Scale for Co-occurrence of Consonant Features (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009). From this initial analysis, it was observed that the phonological acquisition does not depend only on the acquisition and dominion of the features, but on the co-occurrence of features with other features already established on the system and thus to enable the acquisition of the language segments, as defended by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009).

The scale proposed by Lazzarotto-Volcão (2009), with small changes, enabled to explain the segments acquisition, not only on the initial onset but also on the coda position. In spite of the fact that the set is a proposal based on the features acquisition, and their co-occurrence, the order proposed by the authoress was observed during the segments acquisition process on the simple onset and coda structures. This order did not seem to be valid to explain the steps of the segments acquisition on the complex onset position. To explain the segments acquisition on this context, the Sonority Rating Scale by Clements and Hume (1995) seemed to be more adequate. Enabling to check that the phonological acquisition of this constituent is guided by the syllable, because the child will acquire the complex onset only when the structure is available on its phonological system.

Based on these rating scales and on empirical data from Brazilian Portuguese, the following Standard Model of Structures and Contrast Acquisition was created, suggesting:

- Simple onset acquisition happens in four stages: stronger contrasts are acquired before weaker ones (as suggested by Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009), Being that the acquisition occurs through co-occurrence among the features;
- Coda constituent acquisition also happens in four stages: end positions are acquired before middle positions, except when it comes to archiphoneme /R/, whose acquisition is co-occurent.
- Complex onset acquisition happens in two stages: the first consonant of complex onset is acquired first and then happens the command of the structure, regardless of segment class.

This trend for segments in end coda position in Brazilian Portuguese to be acquired first and then to become stable in middle position agrees with other studies in this field showing the same conclusion (Lamprecht 1993; Miranda, 2012; Mezzomo, Dias & Vargas 2014; Mezzomo, Lopes, Abelin & Oppitz, 2015). However, this behavior is not observed on the European Portuguese speakers, recent studies showed difference on the acquisition process of liquids on the coda position (Lousada, Mendes, Valente & Hall, 2012; Amorim, 2014). According to the studies, the /l/ in coda is acquired firstly on the middle coda position and after on final coda, but the coda with
/ɾ/ initially is acquired in final position and after the stabilization on the middle position happens.

Study with children who are Brazilian Portuguese speakers with a typical phonological development comparing the acquisition process of the archiphonemes /R/ and /S/ on simple onset and coda position, verified that: for /S/ there was no difference between the acquisition on the different positions; the contrary is observed with /R/ where on onset position the children got more hits (Galea & Wertzner, 2010).

Dividing complex onset acquisition into two stages agrees with other texts from this field (Lamprecht, 1993; Ribas, 2003; Giacchini, Mota & Mezzomo, 2015; Lopes, Dias, & Mezzomo, 2015) showing absence of intermediate stages between complex onset simplification and its correct performance. This hypothesis does not show a tendency for acquiring either onset types instead of others, as verified by Ribas (2006). According to this hypothesis, every onset is acquired simultaneously by the subjects during typical phonological acquisition, strengthening the idea that complex onset stabilisation will happen when the child acquires the structure and not its isolated segments. The analysis strengthens the dependency relationship between the segmental and syllabic acquisition, as evidenced in other studies (Freitas, 1998, Freitas, Miguel & Faria, 2001; Ribas, 2006; Lamprecht, 2004; Almeida, Costa & Freitas, 2010; Matzenauer, 2013; Lopes, Dias, & Mezzomo, 2015).

The analysis performed from the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition and Structure enables to verify which the problematic contrasts for the children in simple onset are, and also to check the interaction on these segments acquisition on the other syllabic structures. From the analysis of this interaction, it can be verified if the child’s difficulty is on the stabilization of some co-occurrence responsible for a determined segment, or if the problem is on the syllabic structure not available on the child’s system yet. This way, the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition and Structure enables to evaluate the specific difficulties that the children can have in dealing with more complex structures. So, the description of the syllable-segment acquisition, reinforces the importance of the original model amplification (Lazzarotto-Volcão, 2009), since it evolutes the acquisition process in each one of the syllabic structures, checking if the difficulty is in the establishment of the contrasts and/or in the syllabic structures acquisition.

The description gathered by the Standard Model of Contrast Acquisition and Structure enables the Speech-Language Therapist to see if there are difficulties only at segmental level, only at prosodical level, or in both. From this it is possible to evaluate the gradual construction of systems, from the acquisition of simpler structures, to the domain of more complex structures. This kind of detail allows the therapist to perform a deeper assessment, to
plan a more targeted treatment, and to offer a more efficient Speech-Language therapy. One must highlight the need for research using this model in a clinical environment, for analysing and selecting targets, to assess its applicability during the treatment process.
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Abstract
This case study focuses on the process of first language acquisition of a 3-year old Lebanese child. It also analyzes the factors and other mechanisms that influence L1 acquisition. For the duration of almost four months, the researcher observed and recorded the subject’s produced sounds, words, and sentences. He also observed how the learner interacts with various linguistic inputs to see how he internally processes them. Finally, he also observed him as he interacts with people to determine the levels of the various constructs of his communicative competence. Based on the findings of the study, the subject acquired his first language (Arabic) largely biologically (nature). The observed behavior evidently confirms that he has a well-functioning Language Acquisition Device (LAD) that mainly enables him to acquire the language he is exposed to. Subordinately at his age, he is also helped by the environment to activate his innate capacity to acquire the language. Observations and interviews with his parents confirm that he also acquired through imitation and learned through correction and reinforcement, analogy, and structured input. Language universals are also evident in his communicative outputs while at the same time exhibiting some basic styles, registers, and non-verbal communication. The learner also manifested some linguistic and communicative difficulties which are strongly influenced by his environment. Clearly, nature and environment play significant roles in a child’s first language acquisition; thus, they should be creatively capitalized by both parents and teachers in various phases of instruction to ensure prolific and meaningful language learning and development.

Keywords first language acquisition, case study, factors in language acquisition, stages of language acquisition, acquiring Arabic language

1. Introduction

Language of any kind is exceedingly intricate, yet it is utterly amazing how children at a very young age (0-5 years old) are able to acquire or master it in their very own. Children during their Linguistic Period (1-5 years old) subconsciously perform such complex tasks as conjoining sentences, asking questions, using appropriate pronouns, negating sentences, forming relative clauses, and inflecting verbs and nouns (Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams, 2010). Though sometimes with some lapses or imperfections, they can orally respond to questions and participate in conversations and argumentations. Some smart kids can also tell whether an adult is lying or not. This scenario makes anyone who is particularly interested in language learning wonder...
how young children without going to school or undergoing any formal instruction learn such complex structures and functions of a language. There are many linguists attempting to explain such humanly overwhelming phenomenon. Lenneberg, Chomsky, and McNeill (in Brown, 2007; Orillos, 1998; Erneling, 1993; Green and Peil, 2016; Islam, 2013; Heidar, 2012), for example, share common belief that language is a “specie-specific” behavior and that it is innate in every individual. Bloomfield, Skinner, Fries, Hymes, Halliday, and Oller (in Brown, 2007; Orillos, 1998; Johnson, 2004; Ingram, 1989; Tahriri, 2013; Islam, 2013; Heidar, 2012; Ipek, 2009), on the other hand, believe that language is acquired behavior through conditioning and reinforcement and that it is best learned through interaction in various situations and applications. Based on these opposing views, language acquisition is influenced and controlled by two powerful factors – heredity (nature) and environment (nurture). The underlying question then is that which one is more influential over the other.

The question “How is language acquired/learned?” is already a long-ago question that has reaped numerous answers and criticisms through the years. Several theories sprung up with an attempt to uncover such a seemingly mysterious question but failed to completely clear up some doubts and offshoot questions. Though theories generally prescribe explanations to phenomena, they fail to attribute or recognize different personal circumstances and individual differences. Theories of Chomsky, Skinner, Hymes, etc. may be true to some but they may not be true to all individuals in all circumstances, hence, this study.

This study, though with a unique feat to answer some more specific questions on language acquisition in a more specific situation, had a main purpose of validating or testing the truthfulness of several language acquisition theories and principles using a case of a 3 year-old Lebanese Muslim child learning Arabic as his first language. It tried to find out if nature outweighs nurture (or vice versa) or if the two work complimentarily in this child in his quest for language acquisition and learning.

Primarily, this study tried to answer the following questions:

1. How does the subject of the study acquire his first language? Does he acquire the language by himself, by imitation, correction and reinforcement, analogy, or structured input?
2. What are the factors affecting his language acquisition?
3. How does the subject exhibit progression in his language acquisition?
4. What difficulties the subject encounters in language acquisition?

Answers to these questions are expected to contribute to the existing body of knowledge on language acquisition and learning in a specific context. Further, results are also expected to help teachers, educators, and curriculum developers design more comprehensive language teaching programs responsive to broader needs and natures of language learners. Lastly, this study can help parents develop more understanding and awareness of their children’s needs and interests so they can lead them towards better and more productive language learning.

*How is L1 acquired?*
This section tries to deal with the question “How is first language (L1) learned or acquired?” Does an individual acquire a language biologically or through input and reinforcement of the environment? By reviewing previous theories and researches in the field, the concept and process of first language acquisition are explained.

Brown (2007), Orillos (1998), Johnson (2004), Tahriri (2013), and Heidar (2012) outlined several theories on the nature of a language which indirectly imply how a language (L1 & L2) is acquired. The Behaviorist / Empiricist Theory by Leonard Bloomfield, B. F. Skinner, and Charles Fries postulates that language is acquired behavior through conditioning and reinforcement. Based on this theory, children learn language from the conditioning and reinforcement of their environment which involve family members, peers, teachers, and the society as a whole. Further, it believes that language learning is the result of imitation, practice, feedback on success, and habit formation (Brown, 2000).

The Rationalist/Cognitivist/Mentalistic Theory of Noam Chomsky, on the other hand, believes that language is mainly cognitive, mental process, and rule-governed (universal grammar) in deep and surface structures (Brown, 2007; Green & Piel, 2016; Orillos, 1998; Islam, 2013; Tahriri, 2013; Heidar, 2012). Chomsky’s theory is strengthened by Eric Lenneberg (in Brown, 2000; Orillos, 1998) with his Nativist Theory claiming that language is innate or inherent to a man that he can learn it in his own without environmental intervention. Further, this theory believes that man possesses a Language Acquisition Device (LAD) that enables him to acquire a language in a natural way (Brown, 2000; Orillos, 1998). Another claim of this theory is that language development follows biological and chronological program which means that various grammatical features are acquired according to natural order or program (Orillos, 1998).

The Sociolinguistic Theory of Dell Hymes and Michael A. K. Halliday focuses on the functionality and applicability of a language in various settings (Ma, 2009; Orillos, 1998). This is also otherwise known as the Functional Theory / Interactionist Model in other literatures claiming that language development goes along with the dynamic interaction of cognitive development and the environment (Brown, 2007; Orillos, 1998; Young, 1999; Blomaert (2014); Bargacic, 2007; Wardhaugh, 2006). This means that interaction or communication with adults within the child’s cognitive capacities provide rich inputs that can contribute to language development. In this theory, there is a sort of fusion between behaviorist and cognitivist views on language acquisition.

The case study under investigation was anchored on the belief that first language acquisition is a complex phenomenon that it involves cognitive processes, overt behavior and habit formation. Though cognitive processes cannot be observed fully, they can be manifested through frames of thinking and overt behaviors; thus, the study observed the subject’s language acquisition process through his attitudes and behaviors.

While there are some theories explaining how first language acquisition happens, there are also other behavioristic language acquisition mechanisms that further shed light on how language learning exactly occurs. What are
Case Study: L1 Acquisition

1.0.1 Process and stages of language acquisition

Given the theories and mechanisms involved in language acquisition, the next question would be, “Do children of different backgrounds and cultures worldwide undergo the same pattern or stages of language acquisition?” According to innateness theory, every person is equipped with language acquisition device or brain language center with parts responsible for exactly the roles of imitation, correction and reinforcement, analogy, and structured input in language learning?

Can a child learn through imitation? According to Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2010), imitation plays a role to some extent. They questioned that if children mainly learn through imitation, why is it then that some children who are exposed to correct utterances, pronunciations, or sentences still come up with mispronounced words and ungrammatical sentences? Despite the fact that sometimes parents speak slowly to allow their kids imitate the correct word or sentences, still kids speak the wrong ones.

On the role of correction and reinforcement in language learning, behaviorists believe that children learn to produce correct (grammatical) sentences when they are praised or corrected. Children believe it is the right thing when adults show some approval or recognition (positive reinforcement) on correctly uttered sentences. Similarly, they will also learn when adults make some corrections (negative reinforcement) on their ungrammatical sentences. Corrections can be done in many positive ways like recast to avoid embarrassment on the part of the children. In the study of Whitehurst and Valdez-Menchaca (1988), they found out that kids increase vocabulary, comprehension, and productive skills performances when they are differentially reinforced. In a related study of Goldstein (1984), he found out that corrected practices enhance language learning.

Do Children learn language through analogy? According to Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2010), analogy can help in some instances but not in most cases. Children often hear their parents utter phrases or sentences and they use these as their models in creating their own. They substitute some words in the phrases or sentences. But sometimes this creates serious problems as the meanings may also change. This happens especially when the children do not know the rules governing the proper arrangement of words in sentences. In the study of Gentner and Namy (2006), they revealed that there is a strong evidence that analogy helps in language acquisition.

In terms of learning through structured input, do children learn best when adults speak to them in a very special, simplified way called “motherese” or “baby talk”? Studies show that though infants prefer to listen to motherese over normal adult speech, using motherese does not significantly affect the child’s language development (Whyatt, 1994). In many cultures, many adults do not do baby talk but still babies are able to speak like children around the world do.

The concepts of imitation, reinforcement and correction, analogy, and structured input are all observable behaviors underlining the role of environment in language acquisition. The current case study involved observation of such behaviors to its subject; thus, they are deemed relevant and important.
language functions (Brown, 2007; Orillos, 1998; O’Grady, 2008). These include Broca’s area responsible for speech mechanisms, Wernicke’s area responsible for receiving, selecting, and comprehending words, and the Angular gyrus responsible for reading and writing. Having these parts enables a person to acquire a language at certain stages and patterns (Orillos, 1998).

Piaget (in Orillos, 1998) also outlined stages of cognitive development of a child which also correspond to stages of language development. These include sensori-motor stage (from age 0-2), pre-operational stage (from age 2-7), and operational stage (from age 7-16). According to Orillos (1998), a person is capable of abstraction at the operational stage, thus, the most conducive to language learning.

Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2010) contend that first language acquisition among children is fast but not instantaneous. Normally, the pattern is that children / babies start with babbling, then acquiring first words, and then putting words together in sentences until they reach the virtual adult competence which takes around three to five years. They also noted that observations of children acquiring different languages reveal that the stages are similar, possibly universal.

In the study of Suwandi (2010), he mentioned that the most amazing stage of language acquisition among children is from the age of 0 to 3 years or more. He also noted that one of the remarkable things about first language acquisition is the high degree of similarity seen in the early language of children, which includes cooing, gurgling, and crying. Infants distinguish differences of subtle sounds like “ma’ and “pa.” By the end of first year, they understand familiar / repeated words and are able to produce a word or two words. By the age of two, most children can utter at least 50 different words and start forming simple sentences – telegraphic sentences for that matter, omitting the function words (Lightbown in Suwandi, 2010).

The Linguistic Period (1-5 years old) of a child presents remarkable cognitive and language development. At the end of 4th and 5th year, most children will have acquired basic grammatical structures, adult-like articulation, morphological construction, and express a range of pragmatic intentions (syntax and semantics) and understand adult’s utterances. Through these ages, a child gradually learns and acquires the four linguistic competences: phonology, morphology, syntax, and discourse (Suwandi, 2010).

In the case study conducted by Salim and Mehawesh (2014), they traced the language development of a Jordanian Arabic-speaking child. Using observation and phonetic transcription methods, they found out that the child acquired Arabic language at the age of five. They also noted the following linguistic development stages observed in their subject: 1) Early Vocalizations; 2) The Holophrastic Stage; and 3) the First Sentences.

2. Methodology

2.1 Research Design

Since this study’s main aim was to determine and describe how a child learns / acquires his first language, it deemed appropriate to utilize the case study research design. A case study is an “in depth study of a particular situation rather than a sweeping statistical survey. It is a method used to
narrow down a very broad field of research into one easily researchable topic” (Shuttleworth, 2008).

2.2 Subject of the study
The subject of this case study is named Al Barraa. He is a 3-year old Muslim Lebanese born to a middle-class Arabic family in Saudi Arabia. He is the first child of a couple who are both educated up to Bachelor’s degrees in Lebanon. He has a brother and a sister who are in their babyhood and infancy stages. His father is a manager of a company headquartered in Lebanon while his mother is just a plain housewife. A physically, mentally, and socially healthy boy, he loves playing toy cars, running inside the house, watching Youtube videos, and touching every strange thing he sees. Still on his way of acquiring his first language, he always tries to ask his mother or father the names of things, actions, or ideas he observes inside and outside the house. Though his father knows and speaks a little bit of French, Arabic is the main language spoken at home. He is mainly exposed to an environment where Arabic is spoken and written. Having his father a manager of a book publishing company, he is exposed to panoply of Arabic books which he tries sometimes to open just to see the pictures or illustrations.

As the son of the researcher’s friend whom he privately teaches Business English course at the comfort of his own home, Al Baraa is always around whenever the researcher teaches his Dad, playing around with his toys, disturbing his Dad, and talking to him whenever he pleases. He speaks Arabic, basically, but it is surprising that he can also speak some English words and answer some basic English questions like “What’s your name? How old are you? Where are you from? What’s the name of your sister?” At his age, he can converse in basic Arabic, though according to his Dad, he speaks with grammatical errors. He is very lovely, friendly, and inquisitive and he also displays vivid characteristics of those learning a first language. Hence, he was chosen as the subject of this L1 case study.

2.3 Data Gathering Procedure
The researcher mainly gathered the data through observations, then supplemented with interviews and questionnaires. He observed how Al Baraa talked to his father and sister – his nature and behaviors in communicating using verbal and non-verbal modes. The researcher could only slightly understand the way Al Baraa communicates, his facial expressions, tone, voice, etc. As to the content and meaning of what the subject was saying, the researcher always asked Al Baraa’s father to translate them for him. *(Al Baraa’s father is good in speaking English).* During observations, the researcher had always with him some outlines or checklist – the things he should focus on which were based on the theories and principles of language acquisition. If he had some concepts/ideas which were not observed during his visit, he would always interview the subject’s father or ask the subject’s mother through a questionnaire. The researcher is also learning basic Arabic, so he had opportunities to speak with / interview Al Baraa in Arabic. Al Baraa’s responses were noted and included in the analysis.
2.4 Mode of Analysis
The data gathered through observation notes, interviews, and recordings were analyzed based on the theories and principles of language acquisition since these were the bases in constructing the observation checklists, interview guides, and questionnaires. The analysis of the data was anchored on the confirmation or rejection of language acquisition theories, principles, and previous researches. If the said theories or principles were observed or manifested in the interview, then they were considered theoretically sound and valid. Otherwise, they were considered unsound, thus, referred for further scrutiny. Observations outside the established theories or principles were taken as new knowledge and were recommended for further examination.

3. Findings and Discussion

3.1 How does the subject of the study acquire / learn his first language?
Based on the series of observations conducted, Al Baraa’s acquisition of his first language is largely innate or biological in nature (Innateness Theory). His possession of a normal and functional human brain enables him to perceive / receive linguistic inputs and produce communicative outputs. His overt behaviors manifested in various linguistic tasks confirm Lenneberg’s nativist theory, Chomsky’s innateness hypothesis, and McNeill’s Language Acquisition Device (LAD) (Orillos, 1998). For example, his possession of a human brain that is capable of processing inputs enables him to respond appropriately to a given communicative situation. It would then be impossible for him to understand or utter words without such central processing unit – the brain which contains specific parts with their corresponding linguistic functions. It was also observed that the subject learned some Arabic words and sentences (though sometimes faulty) without undergoing any formal instruction. The amount of his linguistic knowledge (vocabulary, grammar, phonology, syntax, etc.) considering his very young age can be surprising to someone. According to his father, he learned some words on his own. He also establishes his own linguistic codes and systems. This could reflect the naturalness of language acquisition and learning. Language acquisition happens as a person grows or matures, hence, Chomsky’s innateness hypothesis (Orillos, 1998).
Looking through McNeill’s LAD (Orillos, 1998), the researcher observed the presence of such linguistic characteristics that confirm Al Baraa’s possession of the device. He can distinguish speech sounds from other sounds in the environment. Such is manifested when he responds to his father or mother when his name is called upon and does not when his sister’s or brother’s were called. Another manifestation was that when he can point out the objects (e.g. sister, brother, sofa, chair, TV, iPad, etc.) when the researcher asks him to point out. It means he can distinguish sounds and associate them into real visible objects. He has also the ability to organize linguistic events into various classes. For example he can distinguish nouns (names) and verbs (actions). When his father asks him to dance, he doesn’t point out to the sofa or computer. Instead, he moves / shakes his body. It means that at his age, the word dance for him is an action, not a name. He can also discern if his father is angry based on the loudness of his voice and
facial expressions. Also, he can classify events into past, present, or future. He is also aware that language is a system, a way of fulfilling his needs and desires and making himself clearer when he communicates to his significant others would help him get his needs and wants easier. Lastly, he asks questions when he does not know names of things, persons, or actions. It means that he engages himself in constant evaluation to improve his own linguistic system. He acknowledges his own weaknesses and shortcomings and uses them as his bases in improving his language.

Al Baraa is right-handed, so the dominant brain hemisphere is the left hemisphere – the part wherein the LAD is housed (Orillos, 1998). Though the researcher was not able to examine the LAD or the left hemisphere physically, he was able to determine if the parts are present and are functioning perfectly by observing the linguistic behaviors associated to those parts. Al Baraa speaks clearly except the sound of “r” which is normal at his age. He does not have any speech defect; thus, his Broca’s area is working well. He can also hear and recognize sounds and symbols / letters and can respond fairly when he is being asked. He can understand words and utterances and can communicate meaningfully; thus, his Wernicke’s area is also functioning well. Lastly, he can read and scribble Arabic letters and some words. It means to say that his Angular gyrus is functioning well.

In general, Al Baraa has the biological (innate) facilities that enable him to understand and utilize a language. Without these, it would be impossible for him to acquire, learn, and use language. No matter how strong the environment is if his body parts responsible for language learning are impaired, he cannot basically acquire any language. It goes without saying then that Chomsky’s innateness theory (Orillos, 1998) has played a role in Al Baraa’s language acquisition and development.

### 3.1.1 The Role of Imitation, Correction and Reinforcement, Analogy, and Structured Input

While recognizing the invaluable contribution of biological factors in language acquisition and learning, the researcher also underlines the significant role of environment in Al Baraa’s language development. The literatures reviewed presented some concerns and issues on the roles of imitation, correction and reinforcement, analogy, and structured inputs on child’s language learning. However, on Al Baraa’s case, the researcher saw how these acquisition mechanisms worked out for his language development. Language learning is like learning any other skill through imitation. On the case of Al Baraa, he produces words or sentences based on what he hears and based on what he understands from adults’ conversations he is exposed to. While sometimes he fails in imitating exactly due to late developments in speech mechanism, it is evident that he wanted to imitate the same but hindered by some mechanisms. In his mind he wanted to do the right thing but physiologically he could not. It showed that he learned something from imitating and he will even learn better and faster if his speech mechanisms are fully developed. During the series of observations, it was observed that Al Baraa often imitates his father in speaking. Interviews with the father corroborate the observation. He often teasingly imitates questions and answers to such questions. According to his
father, he loves to imitate but if he is the one imitated, he easily gets annoyed. Though he loves imitating, not all that he imitates are correctly imitated. For example, his father says “Wen baytok?” (Where is your house?) but he says “Kambaytok?” (How much is your house?). His father would correct him by changing the wrong word with the correct one, and then by repeating the sentence / question slowly so that he can understand the words fully. After series of corrections and repetitions, Al Baraa can master the correct word/sentence. Clearly, he learns through correction and reinforcement.

In a series of observations conducted, it was also evident that Al Baraa does substitution of word/s in sentences to make or construct sentences of his own. He uses sentences from adults as his guide in constructing sentences. Though sometimes he replaces words inappropriately in a sense that the new word distorts the meaning of the original sentence, somehow he still learned especially the patterns in constructing sentences.

On the use of structured input (motherese or baby talk), his father admitted in the interview that he and his wife did some simplification of words and sentences when Al Barra was younger. They did some baby talking just to emphasize words and concepts. His father admitted further that Arabic is phonologically complex language and sometimes speaking complex sentences so fast might disorient or confuse a child. Thus, his father believes that simplifying the language somehow helped Al Baraa acquire / learn the language.

3.2 What are the factors affecting the subject’s first language acquisition?

Latency Factors. Aside from Biological factors playing significantly in Al Baraa’s language acquisition, there are also other factors considered. These include neurological, psychomotor, cognitive, and affective considerations (Orillos, 1998). At his age (3), it is already clear that language acquisition is controlled by his left hemisphere as manifested by his right-handedness. His inability to pronounce words with “r” sound is also explained by Krashen’s (in Orillos, 1998) theory that lateralization is complete at the age of 5 and it is only after 5 that a child masters the authentic pronunciation. Since he is only 3, body parts and mechanisms responsible for the production of the “r” sound is not yet fully developed (psychomotor considerations).

Cognitive Factors. Based on Piaget’s (in Orillos, 1998) stages of cognitive development, Al Baraa is still on the pre-operational stage (from age 2-7). This explains why his words are still limited. Normally, a person develops his ability for abstraction as he grows old, and Al Barra being at the age of 3 still has a lot of words to learn depending on his brain capacity and complexity. Using his age as a parameter in judging his cognitive ability, he is within the normal range.

Affective Factors. Al Baraa’s personality seems to be an advantage in his first language acquisition. Based on the researcher’s observations, no inhibitions, anxiety, or shyness were noted. He is very extrovert, friendly, and energetic, hence, having low affective filter. This kind of personality somehow has a
positive impact on the pace of language acquisition. Krashen’s (in Orillos, 1998) affective filter hypothesis states that when motivation and self-esteem are high and anxiety is low, the affective filter will also be low which means that the rate of language acquisition is faster.

**Competence and Performance.** Linguistic competence is one’s internalized knowledge about the system of the language while performance is the observable and concrete manifestation or realization of competence (Orillos, 1998). Though it was hard to determine the level of competence of Al Baraa, the researcher looked into and measured his performances in the four (4) macro-linguistic skills. The researcher believes that a performance / linguistic output reflects competence, thus he tried to establish a point of leveling or categorizing to his subject of the study. For the sake of establishing the level of proficiency in various language skills, the researcher used his professional experience in leveling students. Based on the researcher’s observation and evaluation, Al Baraa is at the Beginner’s Level (A1). This is confirmed by his father who is a native speaker of Arabic. Looking closely on the four linguistic skills, vocabulary, and grammar, speaking seems to be his highest, followed by listening, vocabulary and grammar, then reading, and writing.

On Chomsky’s (in Orillos, 1998) idea that children may already have linguistic competence even before they show linguistic performance, the researcher basing on his observation to his subject agrees to some extent. Al Baraa has the linguistic competence that is only appropriate at his age. Competence develops as a person grows and matures (Orillos, 1998). The younger the normal person is, the lower his competence in his native language. This is the usual pattern of language development.

3.3 How does the subject exhibit progression in his language acquisition?

**Language Universals.** Chomsky (in Orillos, 1998) believes that children from any nationality, background, or culture learn a language in the same manner and pattern. In the case of Al Baraa, at his age, he is already able to fairly manifest such universal linguistic categories as: nouns and noun classes, verb and verb classes, predication, negation, and question formation. On the other hand, he still has limited manifestations on word order, morphological marking, tone, agreement, and reduced reference.

**Communicative Competence.** Communicative competence is “the aspect of a person’s competence that enables him to convey and interpret messages and to negotiate meanings interpersonally within specific contexts” (Orillos, 1998). It has four different components – the grammatical competence, discourse competence, sociolinguistic competence, and strategic competence.

Focusing on Al Baraa’s case, evidently he does not yet have full knowledge of lexical items and rules of morphology, syntax, semantics, and phonology (grammatical competence). Though he can basically construct sentences on his own, his sentences are very basic. Sometimes the function words are omitted, thus, telegraphic sentences. When he uses analogy / substitution...
in sentences of others as he makes his own, his choice of words is inappropriate or sometimes misplaced, thereby creating ambiguities in meaning.

On discourse competence, he can fairly comprehend 2-3 connected sentences in a conversation. One cannot expect him to respond meaningfully to utterances beyond three sentences. Thus, his discourse competence is still very low. On sociolinguistic competence, it was observed that he is on an average / intermediate level. He knows how to adjust his language depending on the person he is speaking with. He is more spontaneous when he speaks to his father and holds some reservations when he speaks to the researcher as a stranger. He can also discern if his father is angry or joking, tired, or interested to listen to him.

As a young child learning his first language, it is given that he has limited grammatical competence. Consequently, he finds difficulty in effectively expressing himself in a communicative situation. However, the researcher observed that he is able to use verbal and non-verbal communicative strategies (strategic competence) to compensate his difficulty in communicating. For example, when he wants something from his father but does not know its name, he can simply point to the object or illustrate it through action. In some instances, he also uses simpler, related words just to lead the listener to arrive at the message he wants to convey.

Styles and Registers. Orillos (1998) mentioned that native speakers as they mature into adulthood learn to adopt appropriate styles for widely different contexts. Al Baraa at his young age is able to vary his styles in communicating to different types of people. Of the five styles outlined by Joos (in Orillos, 1998), he can perform two – the casual and intimate styles. When he communicates with his parents and siblings he uses the intimate style. He speaks to them without reservations or inhibitions, revealing his true feelings and emotions. On the contrary, when he talks to people outside his family circle, he distances himself a bit. When he talks to the researcher, for example, he cannot whine, or speak with his tantrums. He answers straightforward though certain degree of trust and closeness can still be felt. When it comes to his register, it was observed that he uses the informal Arabic often heard among youngsters on the streets and public places. Just like in English where there is called General English, Arabic language also has General Arabic. Due to his exposure to general conversations between and among his parents and relatives at home, he acquired and developed the General Arabic register which is different from formal Arabic used in schools and offices and the classical Arabic also known as Quranic Arabic which is used in the mosques and worship programs.

Nonverbal Communication. Nonverbal communication is indispensable in any communicative act. Even for infants or babies, they use crying to communicate to adults that they feel hungry or uncomfortable. For adults, they use smile, nod, or shaking of the head to show agreement or disapproval. In the case of Al Baraa, the researcher noted several types of non-verbal communication most especially when the subject talks to his
father or to the researcher himself. For example, he does not look at the person he is talking to if he is disinterested or bored. He keeps on walking while talking if he is not interested with the topic. If he meets strangers, he distances himself. If he knows his father is angry, he does not talk or does not show up at all even if he is called upon. When he meets new visitors, he always carries with him his new toys or gadgets (e.g. cars, iPad, etc.). He has the attitude of dominance thinking that showing his new toys or latest gadgets to others would give him an elevated socio-economic status. When he already developed closeness with the researcher (after some time), he began touching his belongings like laptop, notes, books, food, etc. This means that the barrier was already broken. When he asks some help from the researcher, he approaches him closely and even holds him on his hands or sits on his lap. This means that he needs something badly or urgently.

3.4 What difficulties the subject encounters in language learning / acquisition?

Difficulties in Language Learning. Basically, Al Baraa's language learning difficulties include grammatical and discoursal aspects of the language. He still has limited vocabulary, phonological / mispronunciation problems, grammatical lapses particularly in arranging / placing appropriate words in a sentence, and combining sentences to produce meaningful discourse. Since based on observations nature has endowed him with brain capable of processing and discharging linguistic functions making his LAD quite working well, such difficulties are largely attributed to environmental forces and mechanisms. Due to his young age, his exposure to the language is still limited; thus, his communicative competence spread on various constructs is still low using the adult proficiency as the parameter. However, if he is compared to other children his age, he is not considered a problematic child when it comes to language acquisition and learning.

4. Conclusions

First language acquisition is shaped and influenced mainly by two factors: biological and environmental factors. As manifested in the case of the subject in this study, he basically acquired his first language with the presence and aid of his Language Acquisition Device (LAD). Without such brain facility, it would have been impossible for him to acquire his first language – the Arabic language. Several considerations also played in the natural acquisition of his language – neurological, psychomotor, cognitive, and affective. The maturation of his brain parts responsible in discharging linguistic functions, the development of his muscles responsible in the production of speech sounds, and the elimination of his emotional filters that hinder his language acquisition contributed to the natural evolution of his first language. Though his ability to acquire his first language seemed innate, its development and enhancement were further shaped by the environment. These environmental forces came in the form of imitation, correction and reinforcement, analogy, and structured input.

The period of the case study was such a limited time. However, the researcher noted some patterns of development in the subject’s language
acquisition and learning. He exhibited characteristics of Jean Piaget’s (in Orillos, 1998) stages of cognitive and language development. Further, he also manifested that as he grows older, the more complex his language becomes. It shows that one’s mastery or proficiency of a language goes with his maturity and extensive exposure with the language.

The subject of the study also manifested some challenges and language difficulties. These difficulties were not largely caused by biological factors; instead, these were created by the environmental factors. His inability to pronounce some words perfectly (phonology), arrange words in a complete sentence (syntax), combine sentences meaningfully (discourse), and understand word/sentential meanings in various levels (lexicon and semantics) was more of an environmental issue caused by his still limited exposure with the language. This reasoning would conclude that language acquisition and learning as well as development of communicative competence is affected by the environment.

Given that nature and environment interplay in the language acquisition process, it is important that language teachers recognize and consider individual needs and circumstances in planning their lessons. For example, they could administer multiple intelligences or learning styles inventory to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their learners in learning. Neurological, psychomotor, cognitive, and affective developments may cause delayed language development or poor linguistic performance / competence. Knowing how these considerations affect a child’s language acquisition will help the teacher plan and execute his lessons well.

Since it was also noted that environment influences a child’s first language acquisition, it is imperative that both parents (the child’s first teachers) and school teachers provide a conducive and supportive environment where the child can easily acquire and fully learn a language. For example, schools can adopt and implement learner-centered pedagogies, facilities, programs, and policies. Parents and teachers should also serve as models of grammatically correct language, so children could imitate the correct ones. Also, since correction and reinforcement are found effective in language learning, parents and teachers should learn the various ways of correcting and reinforcing such as use of oral re-casts, direct corrective feedbacks, indirect corrective feedbacks, metalinguistic corrective feedbacks, and reformulation. Use of analogy and structured inputs could be devastating if not properly administered / monitored; hence, it is also recommended that use of such should be taken with extra care.

The development of communicative competence is the pinnacle of language teaching and learning; thus, this must always be the overarching goal of every parent and teacher in teaching language among children. They should always subscribe to communicative language teaching where children are exposed to authentic communicative situations. Children should always be given ample opportunities to be immersed with the language and to use the language through different communicative activities in and outside the home or classroom.

As there is an identified pattern of language acquisition and development among children, teachers must respect this course of nature in lesson planning and teaching. For example, in formulating lesson objectives and
designing enrichment and assessment activities, existing linguistic and cognitive abilities of learners should be considered. Respecting learners' abilities would allow them to make their lessons not too easy and too difficult. Further, it would make their language teaching fun and prolific. There may be some difficulties encountered by children in language acquisition/learning but with the teacher's thorough understanding on the factors (biological and environmental) causing such, it would be easier for him/her to develop antidotes that would lead learners fully acquire and learn the language. Language acquisition can be complex and challenging but with teacher’s thorough awareness and proper training, it can be fun and interesting.
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Abstract
The present paper summarises findings from a series of experiments using the ‘agreement groups’ method, a distributional framework for analysing linguistic data. First, the method was applied to short mother-child utterances in order to directly investigate how group formation can affect language processing. Next, it was examined how longer utterances could be processed with the help of the groups of the previous analyses, i.e. how utterance fragments compatible with ‘agreement groups’ could ‘cover’ longer utterances. After recapitulating our previous results from English, Hungarian, and Spanish analyses, we report our findings on the ‘coverage’ of English utterances. Furthermore, we extend the coverage mechanism by employing discontinuous fragments and point out some theoretical implications, outlining a formal “continuum” model of linguistic generalisation. Convergence points with usage-based and constructionist approaches will also be discussed. Our method is “computationist” in that it emphasises the computational aspects of linguistic processing.

Keywords agreement groups, language acquisition, mother-child utterances, linguistic generalisation

1. Introduction
The ‘agreement groups’ framework for the distributional analysis of linguistic datasets was first proposed in Drienkó (2012a). The analysis is based on groups of minimally contrasting utterances. Such groups can also be seen as representing underlying agreement relations (as understood in the generalised sense of Drienkó 2012b). Agreement groups provide a means for processing novel utterances on the basis of utterances already encountered. Analysing 2-5 word long English mother-child utterances, Drienkó (2012a) found that at any stage of linguistic development some percentage of novel utterances were compatible with the agreement groups extracted from the body of utterances encountered that far. The results were slightly improved when a “category guessing” mechanism was added. The author also claimed that the formation of groups may support categorisation, and the actual emergence of grammatical agreement. Similar results were reported in Drienkó (2013a) for Hungarian and Spanish. Drienkó (2013b) extended agreement groups analysis for sequences larger than the utterances in the groups: it was investigated how agreement groups can account for fragments of longer English utterances, i.e. to what extent longer utterances can be “covered” by agreement groups. The findings of a similar investigation in the context of Hungarian mother-child discourse were reported in Drienkó (2013c). The present paper summarises previous findings from agreement groups experiments, with more specific focus on English coverage results and extends the coverage mechanism by employing
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discontinuous fragments. Also, some theoretical implications will be emphasised in the context of linguistic generalisations that the agreement group framework supports. Finally, we establish links to usage-based and constructionist research.

2. Methodology
   2.1. Agreement groups as distributional analysis
   2.1.1. Agreement groups

Generally speaking, an agreement group is a group of symbol sequences where each sequence differs in exactly one symbolic unit from a given ‘base’ sequence, and where all sequences are supposed to be legal, i.e. compatible with some sequence-creating mechanism. In the context of natural language syntax this means that an agreement group consists of a grammatical ‘base’ utterance plus its minimal pairs, i.e. grammatical utterances differing in exactly one word from it. Naturally, the conditions for forming such a group of utterances of any language are determined by the distributional properties of the language in question.

Intuitively, our “one-word difference” criterion can be brought into connection with the notion of grammatical agreement. That is why we refer to a base utterance together with its minimal pairs as an agreement group. Our logic in relating “one-word difference” to grammatical agreement can be outlined as follows.

If we replace one word in a grammatical utterance with a word of the same “lexical category”, and if the new utterance is grammatical, then we may assume that agreement relations must have been preserved since the new word fulfils the agreement requirements of the original sentence. Furthermore, for unambiguous cases we expect the preservation of the original agreement values. For instance, in example (1) below we replace the noun ‘Adam’ with the nouns ‘Eve’ and ‘people’ – cf. the boldface elements – and get a grammatical and an ungrammatical sentence, respectively. In the ‘Eve’ case the resultant sentence is grammatical and the agreement feature values, 3rd person and singular, are preserved. In the ‘people’ case the resultant sentence is ungrammatical so we do not expect agreement relations to have been preserved. Actually, it is the mismatch of number values – singular versus plural – that causes ungrammaticality

(1)

Adam hates football \(\rightarrow\) Eve hates football (3rd person singular agreement between subject and verb preserved)

\(\rightarrow\) *People hates football (agreement relation spoilt)

---

2 This section is an adapted version of the introduction in Drienkó (2014).
3 Of course, if we consider ‘people’ to belong to a different lexical category – common noun as opposed to the proper nouns ‘Adam’ and ‘Eve’ – we do not expect agreement feature matching in the first place since the “same lexical category” replacement requirement is not fulfilled. We would not like to go into much detail about the possibility of a precise definition for lexical categories. An intuitive notion of lexical, or grammatical, category will suffice in setting the context for our findings.
When more words are involved in the change, the preservation of agreement values cannot be guaranteed. The replacement of ‘Adam’ and ‘hates’ in ‘Adam hates football’, for example, does not affect agreement features for ‘Eve likes football’, however in ‘People hate football’ the values are different\(^4\). Cf. (2).

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Adam hates football} & \rightarrow \text{Eve likes football (agreement values preserved: 3\textsuperscript{rd} person singular)} \\
& \rightarrow \text{People hate football (agreement relation between subject and verb is preserved, but the 3\textsuperscript{rd}-singular is changed to 3\textsuperscript{rd}-plural)}
\end{align*}\]

In the case of words with ambiguous lexical categories agreement relations will be preserved when an appropriate lexical item is substituted, i.e. a lexical item whose agreement features are compatible with the requirements of the context. In the Hungarian examples of (3) below, the lexically ambiguous word vár ‘castle/waits’ can be replaced with the verb létezik ‘exists’ without changing the subject-verb person and number agreement relation. Similarly, when vár is replaced with an appropriate noun, e.g. szentély ‘temple’, the obligatory number agreement between the subject and the predicate noun is maintained with the same values, i.e. singular for both.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Az iskola vár} & \rightarrow \text{Az iskola létezik} \\
(\text{the school waits/is waiting} & \rightarrow \text{the school exists/is existing} \\
\text{‘the school is waiting(for you)’} & \rightarrow \text{‘the school exists’})
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Az iskola vár} & \rightarrow \text{Az iskola szentély} \\
(\text{the school castle} & \rightarrow \text{the school temple} \\
\text{‘the school is a castle’} & \rightarrow \text{‘the school is a temple’})
\end{align*}\]

In the case of words with ambiguous agreement values the actual values might change, but the agreement relation is still preserved. In (4), for instance, the noun ‘sheep’ can be considered both plural and singular. In a singular context it can be replaced with a singular noun, e.g. ‘dog’, in a plural context with a plural noun, e.g. ‘dogs’ – agreement values trivially will not change. When ‘sheep’ contributes to the context, however, a word change can alter the actual agreement value, as does the substitution of ‘are’ for ‘is’. Nevertheless, the agreement relation between ‘sheep’ and ‘are’ is still correct.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{The sheep is there} & \rightarrow \text{The dog is there (3\textsuperscript{rd} person singular agreement between subject and ‘be’ preserved)}
\end{align*}\]

\(^4\) For simplicity, we regard verbs without an ‘-s’ suffix as 3rd person plural.
The sheep are there \( \rightarrow \) The dogs are there (3rd person plural agreement between subject and 'be' preserved)

The sheep is there \( \rightarrow \) The sheep are there (agreement relation between subject and verb is preserved, but the 3rd-singular value is changed to 3rd-plural)

The above examples were meant to suggest that the agreement properties of “minimal pairs” of grammatical utterances, obtained by changing one word in an utterance, are fairly similar.

Next we observe that for a given utterance several such minimal pairs can be formed. Consider the sentences in (5).

(5) Adam hates football
Adam hates basketball

Eve hates football

Adam dislikes football

Charles hates football

Here each sentence is obtained by altering exactly one word in the underlined ‘base’ sentence ‘Adam hates football’. In each sentence there is an agreement relation between the subject and the verb, invariably with the values 3rd person, singular. Since such a group of sentences represents similar agreement properties\(^5\), we may term it an ‘agreement group’.

2.1.2. Tabular representation of agreement groups – novel sequences

Now let us arrange the words of the sentences of our agreement group in a table like below, where each word occurs only once. Cf. Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreement group in tabular form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidently, each sentence in the group can be composed by properly concatenating words from different columns of the table. We expect the words in the same column to have similar agreement properties since they belong to the same lexical category and yield grammatical sentences when substituted into the original utterance ‘Adam hates football’. Accordingly, we can say that words within a column belong to the same “agreement category”, and we expect any new combination of words, as dictated by their agreement categories (columns in the table), to be grammatical.

\(^5\) In the general case, by 'agreement' we refer to the generalised notion of 'agreement' proposed in Drienkó (2004a, b; 2012b). In that sense, feature correlation of any nature – phonological, morphological, even configurational – can be regarded as an agreement relation.
Indeed, we observe that the seven novel sentences in (6) are also compatible with the tabular representation of the agreement group, and that agreement features do not change.\footnote{Note the importance of our “one-word-difference” requirement for agreement groups. If, for instance, ‘Adam hates football’ and ‘People hate football’ belonged to the same group, the incorrect ‘Adam hate football’ and ‘People hates football’ would also be licensed by the corresponding table:}

(6)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eve hates basketball</td>
<td>Eve dislikes football</td>
<td>Eve dislikes basketball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles hates basketball</td>
<td>Charles dislikes football</td>
<td>Charles dislikes basketball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam dislikes basketball</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 was created on the basis of five sentences, which means that an originally 5-member group represents $5+7=12$ sentences altogether. As sentences grow longer – more columns in the table –, and vocabulary becomes larger – more words in the columns (i.e. more rows) –, the “generative power” of agreement groups becomes more impressive. For instance, 401 sentences may suffice for the creation of a table with 4 columns and 101 rows, representing $101^4 \approx 10^8$ sentences altogether. Thus, besides carrying immediate information about the grammatical build-up of a language, agreement groups can provide a basis for processing novel sequences. This latter property renders agreement groups a useful tool for modelling processes characteristically involving change over time, notably learning processes, where a training phase typically precedes a given state of competence.

2.1.3. Agreement-groups analysis

An agreement-groups analysis of a given corpus of linguistic sequences may proceed along the following basic lines:

1- Extract all possible agreement groups from a body of training sequences.
2- Assign to every word in the training corpus at least one agreement category, where agreement categories are determined by the columns of (hypothetical) tabular representations of agreement groups.
3- Calculate the proportion of novel sequences in the test corpus that are ‘compatible’ with the agreement groups gained from the training corpus.

Extracting all possible agreement groups may naturally result in redundancy since there may be groups with identical members. Such groups can be
eliminated during computation, however we believe that redundancy should be a component of a realistic model. Corpus a) in (7), for an example, yields agreement groups b) - f), of which e) and f) contain the same sentences, and b) consists of the sentences of c) and d).

Note that the mere inspection of agreement groups may reveal some regularities in the data. The first word in every sentence of (7) represents some human being(s), the first words in b) - d) are proper nouns, the last words refer to sport, b) - d) involve 3rd-singular agreement whereas e) - f) involve 3rd-plural, etc.

Computationally, the compatibility of novel sentences with agreement groups is determined by a mapping process. A novel sentence can be mapped onto an agreement group if the agreement categories of the individual words license a category sequence representing an agreement group. Let us assume the following category assignment for the words in (7) a), our example corpus (letters identify groups, numbers refer to positions (table columns)):

(8)  
Adam{b1, c1, d1}   Eve{b1, d1}   hates{b2, c2, d2}  
football{b3, c3, d3, e3, f3}   basketball{b3, c3}   hate{e2, f2}

As the boldface items indicate, novel sequence ‘Eve hates basketball’ can be mapped on group (7) b) because it licenses category sequence b1b2b3 which in turn symbolises group b).

The mapping algorithm can be extended in such a way that allows for some kind of “guessing” as to the categorical status of unknown words, which broadens the scope of novel sequence processing. For instance, ‘People hate football’ can be mapped on group e), or f) if ‘people’ is supposed to have category e1, or f1 (or both).

We remark here that it is also logical to suppose some error-correcting mechanisms to affect natural language acquisition. Consider the examples in (9) from Pinker (1979:240).

(9)  
Hottentots must survive  
Hottentots must fish  
Hottentots eat fish  
Hottentots eat rabbits
The possible agreement groups are the following:

(10)

a) Hottentots must survive  
Hottentots must fish
b) Hottentots must fish  
Hottentots must survive  
Hottentots eat fish
c) Hottentots eat fish  
Hottentots must fish  
Hottentots eat rabbits
d) Hottentots eat rabbits

Due to the ambiguity of ‘fish’, groups b) and c) are erroneous as they would license the incorrect ‘Hottentots eat survive’ and ‘Hottentots must rabbits’ respectively. A group-correcting mechanism could improve the situation by deleting ‘Hottentots eat fish’ from b) and ‘Hottentots must fish’ from c). Alternatively, groups b) and c) could be deleted completely from the learner’s memory.

2.1.4. Agreement groups in a distributional context

Agreement groups constitute a kind of distributional approach insofar as the grouping of utterances is determined by the distribution of words they consist of. Distributional methods in linguistics date back at least to Harris (1951). For Harris the distribution of a linguistic item was determined by all the contexts, or “environments” for that particular item. Kiss (1973) proposed a word categorisation model based on cluster analysis which was extended for larger corpora and computational resources by Redington et al. (1998). Finch et al. (1995) adopted a similar method to assign categories to word sequences, i.e. to phrases. Such clustering methods typically operate with “context vectors” as determined by the neighbouring elements of a target item. Mintz (2003) used a different, more direct, formalisation of context. In his work, the immediately preceding and succeeding words provide the context or “frame” for categorising. Mintz employs “frequent frames”, i.e. contexts with a frequency larger than an arbitrarily defined threshold. Weisleder and Waxman (2010) consider, besides Mintz’s “mid-frames”, the usefulness of “end-frames”, where the utterance-end marker constitutes an informative element. St. Clair et al. (2010) claim that “flexible frames” exploiting bigram information within frequent frames are more optimal for categorisation than just frequent frames. A kind of framing effect in language acquisition was reported by Cameron-Faulkner et al. (2003) who pointed out that mothers speaking to their children use a rather limited set of item-based phrases, these phrases being framed by their initial words. Such findings were confirmed cross-linguistically by Stoll et al (2009). Below we sketch how agreement groups are related to frames. Cf. Figure 1.
By substituting words of category X into the appropriate position ("slot") in a frame we get a subset of the agreement group. Frame 1, ‘Adam X football’, yields sentences 1 and 4, i.e. ‘Adam hates football’ and ‘Adam dislikes football’. Frame 2 licenses sentences 1 and 2, whilst Frame 3 symbolises sentences 1, 3, 5. By forming the union of the utterances licensed by the individual frames we have sentences 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, i.e. the whole group. Thus the agreement group represents a “superposition” of frames.

Wang and Mintz (2010:p. 6) propose that “grammatical relations between words are more consistent in individual frequent frames than in bigrams” and that “words within a frequent frame are especially "close" syntactically” (p. 8). This is in accordance with our view that agreement groups represent syntactic (namely, agreement) relations. Bannard and Matthews (2008) suggest that children tend to store word sequences in memory during language acquisition. It could be hypothesized that such word sequences can form the basis of sentence patterns, and that the appropriate grouping of the stored sequences might be a principal element in the emergence of linguistic behaviour. Thus the agreement group method might also be viewed as a kind of model of the organizational processes concerning stored sequences. Agreement groups can also be regarded as symbolising linguistic patterns representing agreement relations in the generalised sense of Drienkó (2004a, b; 2012b). 7

3. Results
3.1. Results from previous analyses
Agreement grouping is a straightforward way of structuring a given dataset and the groups obtained can form a basis for processing novel information.

---

7 Since Drienkó differentiates between recursive and non-recursive patterns, it is more precise to say that agreement groups symbolise non-recursive agreement relations. ‘Recursive’ means that certain part(s) of the pattern can be repeated. E.g. ‘The boy likes, the girls hate football’ can be mapped on a recursive pattern like (Det N V) i N where (Det N V) can be repeated arbitrarily many, i, times.
Furthermore, the logic behind such a structuring is fairly natural: members of a group belong together because they differ in only some minimal way. This minimal difference, in turn, might be connected to a general capacity of dealing with cognitive/linguistic features. To investigate the applicability of the method to real-life corpora two pilot experiments were carried out on mother-child data. What follows is a brief summary of the results.

The English data for Drienkó (2012a) were gained from the 68 Anne files of the Manchester corpus (Theakston et al., 2001) in the CHILDES database (MacWhinney 2000). The age span was 1;10.7 to 2;9.10. The Hungarian and Spanish utterances for Drienkó (2013a) were also CHILDES data. The Hungarian sessions can be found in the Réger corpus (Réger 1986, Babarczy 2006) collected from Miki, a boy between 1;11 and 2;11. The corpus contains 31 files with the transcriptions of the corresponding audio sessions. The Spanish data were taken from the Montes corpus (Montes 1987, 1992). The child, Koki, is the daughter of an Argentine mother. The recordings were made when the child was 1;7.20 through 2;11.14 old.

The files were converted to simple text format, annotations were removed, together with punctuation symbols. Mother and child utterances were not separated, each dataset was regarded as representing a single 'mother-child language'. Noise was not removed, as it is part of the learning process, i.e. utterances containing 'xxx' were allowed. Similarly, ungrammaticality cannot be separated from learning, so ungrammatical utterances were also included. Only 2-5 word-long utterances were considered.

Each mother-child session, as recorded for the particular corpus, was considered a point in time of linguistic development, a developmental stage. Each point represented the linguistic knowledge acquired up to that point. It was tested to what extent the agreement groups at a given stage can account for the utterances of the immediately following session. Agreement groups were extracted from the body of all the utterances, meeting the above criteria, encountered up to the test stage. Each utterance had its own group. It was investigated to what extent the utterances of the next session could be ‘mapped’ onto the already existing agreement groups.

The experiments revealed the following facts:

1. At every developmental stage there are novel utterances compatible with some agreement group. Additionally, extended mapping (guessing of categories) may improve processing.
2. Agreement categories (as modelled by our hypothetical table columns) may relate quite naturally to notions like “lexical category”, and “semantic category”.
3. Traces of grammatical agreement can be found in agreement groups.

In order to prime the understanding of what is to be said about ‘coverage’ in Section 4, we restate our mapping results here, i.e. the findings corroborating Fact 1 above.

The results concerning the proportion of English utterances that were compatible with at least one agreement group are visualised for each
developmental stage in Figure 2. The range of mapped novel utterances is 6% - 10.3%. It is 6% - 8.9% for the first part of the diagram (for the first 14 sessions) and 7.3% - 10.3% for the later developmental stages, which suggests a slight increase. The figure also displays that some 19% - 41% of the total amount of utterances, both novel and non-novel, were compatible with at least one group. For non-novel utterances compatibility actually means that the very same utterance had already been heard by the child, so the utterance has its own group and may be a member in others, which makes mapping trivial.

Figure 2. Mapping results from Drienkó (2012a) for the Anne data, Manchester corpus. Child’s age: 1;10.7 to 2;9.10. Maximum training set size:

Figure 3 shows the mapping details for the Spanish case. The range of mapped novel utterances is 0.5% - 2.4%. A slight increase is observable, from 0.5% - 1% for the first three stages to 1% - 2.4% for the later stages. Of all the test file utterances, both novel and non-novel, some 6% - 10.3% were compatible with at least one agreement group.

The diagram from the Hungarian analysis is displayed as Figure 4. The range of mapped novel utterances is 1.2% - 7.7%. There is a clear increase, from 1.2% - 4% for the first part of the diagram (the first 7 sessions) to 3.2% - 7.7% for the later developmental stages. Of all the test file utterances, both novel and non-novel, some 5% - 18.4% were compatible with at least one group.
If we assume the learner to “know” or rather “expect” that any new word in a grammatical utterance must observe the agreement requirements of some agreement group, we can extend the mapping mechanism to include unfamiliar words. Figure 5 contrasts the two ways of mapping for the English data. The first 64 Anne files, 1a through 32b, provided the agreement groups, whereas files 33a-34b were used for testing. As expected, extended mapping resulted in higher compatibility with test utterances. The maximum of novel utterances processed became 12.2% from 8.9%, while the overall maximum increased to 42% from 38%.

Figure 4. Mapping results from Drienkó (2013a) for the Miki data, Réger corpus. Age: 1:11 to 2:11. Max. training set size: 7122 utterance types.

Figure 5. Drienkó (2012a)’s English results for contrasting unextended and extended (category guessing) mapping
The Spanish and Hungarian results suggest a more significant role for extended mapping. The data obtained via the two distinct mapping mechanisms are juxtaposed in Figures 6 and 7 for the Spanish and the Hungarian utterances, respectively. As visualized in Figure 6 for the Spanish files, the maximum of mapped utterances rose from 10.3% to 25.5% due to the extension of the mapping mechanism, whereas the maximum of mapped novel utterances rose very noticeably from 2.4% to 18.5%. For the Hungarian data the maximum of mapped utterances rose from 18.4% to 36%, and the 7.7% maximum of mapped novel utterances became 25.2% in the extended case. Cf. Figure 7.

Figure 6. Drienkó’s (2013a) Spanish results for contrasting unextended and extended (category guessing) mapping.

Figure 7. Drienkó’s (2013a) Hungarian results for contrasting unextended and extended (category guessing) mapping.
3.2. Agreement groups coverage

The agreement groups in the previous analyses consisted of utterances whose length did not exceed five words. In the general case, however, natural language utterances can be considerably longer – infinite, in theory. Thus agreement groups analysis seems to be inapplicable for utterances longer than an arbitrarily chosen upper bound. Nevertheless, if we view utterances as possibly composed of smaller linguistic fragments, agreement groups may readily offer themselves for handling such fragments. Accordingly, in our next experiment we do not expect a group to account for a whole utterance in each case. Instead, we examine in what measure an utterance can be ‘covered’ by smaller fragments corresponding to some agreement group(s).

To give an immediate introduction to what we mean by ‘coverage’, we consider the example sentence ‘shall we do some drawing then’. All the possible – non-discontinuous – fragments of this sentence are shown under (11). All fragments consist of two through five words – cf. our arbitrary restriction on sequence length. We check agreement-mappability for each fragment separately, i.e. as if they were separate utterances. The boldface elements indicate that four fragments, ‘shall we’, ‘we do’, ‘do some’, and ‘some drawing’ can be mapped onto at least one agreement group. This result is visualized in (12).

(11)

shall we :shall we do :shall we do some :shall we do some drawing :we do :we do some :we do some drawing :we do some drawing then :do some :do some drawing :do some drawing then :some drawing :some drawing then :drawing then :

(12)

Coverage for a sentence, then, is calculated in a fashion sketched by (13): if an utterance position (measured in words) is covered by a legal fragment (i.e. a fragment compatible with some agreement group), that position scores 1. If there is no legal fragment to cover a position, the position scores 0. For the situation represented by (13) the coverage is 83% because five utterance positions of all the six are covered by the four fragments ‘shall we’, ‘we do’, ‘do some’, and ‘some drawing’. Note that with this definition of ‘coverage’ it is irrelevant how many fragments are involved in the covering of a certain position, i.e. how many times the position is covered.

(13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shall we do some drawing then</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coverage: five words of six = \(5/6 = 83\%\)
Since agreement groups have a potential for processing novel sequences it may be instructive to test that potential in the coverage case, too, i.e. on utterances regarded as fragmentary. In other words, we can examine the degree of novelty detectable in fragments. Utterance ‘shall we’ in (11), for instance, is a legal fragment since it is compatible with some group. However, a closer look reveals that this compatibility is trivial because ‘shall we’ is an explicit utterance of the training corpus so it is compatible with any group containing it. Thus (14) is a more finely drawn picture of the coverage situation than (12). The discontinuous box indicates that ‘shall we’ is not novel. Continuous lines, on the other hand, are for novel fragments.

(14)

\[
\text{shall we do some drawing then}
\]

Evidently, the coverage result for ‘shall we do some drawing then’ will be different when only novel fragments are taken into account. Cf. (15).

(15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>shall we do some drawing then</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coverage₂: four words of six = 4/6 = 66%. (Novel fragments only.)

Table 2 illustrates how individual groups can provide the fragments employed by the coverage mechanism. The fragment ‘shall we’, for example, is compatible with the ‘shall I’ group. ‘shall we’ is actually a member of the group so compatibility is trivial, as noted earlier. ‘we do’, on the other hand, is a novel fragment and can be mapped on the ‘I xxx’ group.⁸

---

⁸ The ‘I xxx’ group may be seen as rather mixed to serve as a fair basis for providing legal fragments, especially if ‘legal’ is understood as ‘grammatical’. With this problem, we would like to refer the reader to Drienkó (2014)’s comments on the precision of his method. Briefly, ‘heterogeneous’ groups may correspond to some transitional stage of development. Such groups can be augmented over time by an appropriate error-correction mechanism. Here we add that the emergence of just a few erroneous fragments in the covering process might not necessarily be critical. The omission of the ‘we do’ fragment, for instance, would not influence coverage significantly in the example. For the non-novel case coverage would actually remain the same. Cf. (12) and (13), as well as the remarks concerning (27) in the Discussion.
Four agreement groups licensing fragments 'shall we', 'we do', 'do some', and 'some drawing'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>shall 1</th>
<th>SHALL WE</th>
<th>don't I</th>
<th>aren't I</th>
<th>willn't I</th>
<th>have I</th>
<th>do I</th>
<th>did I</th>
<th>haven't I</th>
<th>and I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I xxx</td>
<td>tip xxx</td>
<td>head xxx</td>
<td>I know</td>
<td>want xxx</td>
<td>I comfy</td>
<td>I writing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we've xxx</td>
<td>fit xxx</td>
<td>I carry</td>
<td>is xxx</td>
<td>some xxx</td>
<td>and xxx</td>
<td>lorry xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water xxx</td>
<td>baby's xxx</td>
<td>I see</td>
<td>oh xxx</td>
<td>that's xxx</td>
<td>no xxx</td>
<td>I sleeping</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I up</td>
<td>that xxx</td>
<td>where xxx</td>
<td>get xxx</td>
<td>more xxx</td>
<td>I cry</td>
<td>baby xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horsey xxx</td>
<td>I just</td>
<td>Anne's xxx</td>
<td>I can't</td>
<td>I think</td>
<td>like xxx</td>
<td>I did</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one xxx</td>
<td>good xxx</td>
<td>hello xxx</td>
<td>I do</td>
<td>I stand</td>
<td>kiss xxx</td>
<td>Spot xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>snake xxx</td>
<td>I don't</td>
<td>I can</td>
<td>I will</td>
<td>I sleep</td>
<td>I home</td>
<td>okay xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am</td>
<td>my xxx</td>
<td>what xxx</td>
<td>I'll xxx</td>
<td>I snoozing</td>
<td>yeah xxx</td>
<td>yes xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone xxx</td>
<td>I bet</td>
<td>I coming</td>
<td>I not</td>
<td>I get</td>
<td>I asleep</td>
<td>I stuck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mummy xxx</td>
<td>who's xxx</td>
<td>I promise</td>
<td>got xxx</td>
<td>a xxx</td>
<td>they xxx</td>
<td>he's xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it's xxx</td>
<td>you xxx</td>
<td>I would</td>
<td>I say</td>
<td>I have</td>
<td>don't xxx</td>
<td>his xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have xxx</td>
<td>daddy xxx</td>
<td>happy xxx</td>
<td>I want</td>
<td>I haven't</td>
<td>need xxx</td>
<td>I like</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there xxx</td>
<td>can xxx</td>
<td>Anne xxx</td>
<td>I does</td>
<td>come xxx</td>
<td>elephant xxx</td>
<td>Daddy xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>here xxx</td>
<td>just xxx</td>
<td>I had</td>
<td>I got</td>
<td>I won't</td>
<td>we xxx</td>
<td>I shouldn't</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I didn't</td>
<td>golden xxx</td>
<td>this xxx</td>
<td>I lost</td>
<td>down xxx</td>
<td>I landed</td>
<td>butter xxx</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hungry</td>
<td>I gathered</td>
<td>I dripped</td>
<td>I done</td>
<td>I weren't</td>
<td>think xxx</td>
<td>I doing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I lots</td>
<td>I suppose</td>
<td>I need</td>
<td>in xxx</td>
<td>I noticed</td>
<td>now xxx</td>
<td>I wonder</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>penguin xxx</td>
<td>strawberry xxx</td>
<td>bye bye xxx</td>
<td>he xxx</td>
<td>boy xxx</td>
<td>not xxx</td>
<td>I going</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DO SOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
got it | xxx it | like it | sweep it | eat it | look it | dropped it | drop it | open it | perhaps it |
| that's it | lost it | wipe it | tip it | do it | push it | pushed it | move it | done it | got spade |
| read it | isn't it | bite it | carry it | get it | show it | find it | found it | spill it | chewing it |
| throw it | put it | leave it | have it | see it | splash it | reach it | hold it | cut it | painting it |
| stop it | mend it | brush it | stand it | stroke it | sing it | tore it | smack it | caught it | got some |
| is it | want it | tear it | got her | eating it | rub it | where's it | did it | doesn't it | broken it |
| has it | got one | got xxx | got cow | break it | got over | need it | spilling it | park it | missed it |
| will it | got to | wet it | got pram | fly it | got him | hasn't it | can't it | didn't it | got cheese |
| not it | was it | rolling it | mix it | make it | got presents | got ticket | bumped it | because it | |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOME DRAWING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>my juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottle juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my Mummy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my eyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>my favorite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and juice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.
Dataset details for the coverage experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training corpus data</th>
<th>Test file data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>File ID</strong></td>
<td><strong>Group space</strong> (utterance types)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a-32b</td>
<td>17260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first 64 Anne files, 1a through 32b, provided the agreement groups, whereas the 466 utterance types in File 33a were used for testing. We calculated coverage for each individual utterance type and divided the sum of the individual coverage values by 466, the number of utterance types, for an average, as shown in Figure 8. The figure also reveals that the average coverage, $c_a$, was equal to 78 percent. When only novel fragments were considered the average coverage was reduced to $c_a = 49\%$.

![Average coverage](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average coverage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall: $c_a = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i}{n} = \frac{364.54}{466} = 78%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel fragments only: $c_a = \frac{229.02}{466} = 49%$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. The results of the coverage experiment.

Given that a fragment could be minimally two, maximally five words long, it may be of some interest to see how many words a legal fragment consisted of on average. The distribution diagrams of Figure 9 indicate that most fragments were two-word-long. The average length was between two and three words: 2.21 words when all legal fragments were considered, and 2.11 words for the novel fragments only case. This may be in accord with our intuition that the shorter utterances a group contains, the more utterances it has. More utterances, in turn, may mean a greater probability of exactly matching a fragment. More utterances in a group may also mean more ‘generative’ power, i.e. a larger capacity for novelty, hence a larger degree of compatibility for novel fragments. This is supported by the fact that the average length for novel fragments was slightly less (2.11 words) than in the overall case (2.21 words).

---

9 One-word utterances were not included.
Figure 9. Fragment size statistics both for the general, and for the ‘novel only’ case.

### 3.2.2. Discontinuous coverage

The previous experiment treated fragments as undividable, i.e. non-discontinuous, sequences. On the other hand, natural language utterances do exhibit dependencies between elements (words) thought to belong to the same linguistic unit (constituent) when separated by other elements (words). Consequently, it would be logical to examine how coverage can be influenced by assuming a possible discontinuity within fragments. Our next experiment included discontinuous fragments.

As comparing the examples in (11) and (16) reveals, there are much more fragment candidates for **shall we do some drawing then** in (16) where we allow words that are not adjacent in the original utterance to possibly belong to the same fragment. This would predict that taking dependencies between separated words into account results in higher coverage.

(16)

drawing then :some then :some drawing :some drawing then :do then :do drawing :do drawing then :do some :do some then :do some drawing :do some drawing then :we then :we drawing :we drawing then :we some :we some then :we some drawing :we some drawing then :we do :we do then :we do drawing :we do drawing then :we do some :we do some then :we do some drawing :we do some drawing then :shall then :shall drawing :shall drawing then :shall some :shall some then :shall some drawing :shall some drawing then :shall do :shall do then :shall do drawing :shall do drawing then :shall do some :shall do some then :shall do some drawing :shall do some drawing then :shall we :shall we then :shall we drawing :shall we drawing then :shall we some :shall we some then :shall we some drawing :shall we some drawing then :shall we do :shall we do then :shall we do drawing :shall we do drawing then :shall we do some :shall we do some then :shall we do some drawing:
Indeed, Table 4 shows that besides the fragments found in the non-discontinuous case (printed bold), there are further fragments that can contribute to the coverage of the utterance and due to the fragments containing then, the whole utterance is covered.

Table 4.

Coverage (6 words of 6): 6/6 = 100%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shall</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>drawing</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>drawing</td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shall</td>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the first 64 Anne files, 1a through 32b, provided the agreement groups, whereas the 466 utterance types in File 33a were used for testing. Figure 10 displays the result. In accord with intuition, average coverage, \( c_{a} \), became higher, 83 percent. Compared to the 78 percent value of the non-discontinuous case this amounts to some five percent increase.

\[
c_{a} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} c_{i}}{n} = \frac{385.64}{466} = 83\%
\]

Figure 10. Coverage results for the discontinuous case

3.3. Theoretical implications: linguistic processing and levels of generalisation

The above series of experiments reveals that agreement grouping may provide some insight with respect to how language builds up in time, i.e. what kind of linguistic representation may be necessary, what types of cognitive mechanisms may underlie linguistic processing: Below we show, in the context of linguistic generalisation, how our observations can yield theoretical, even formalised, results. We will delineate three basic levels of generalisation and characterise them in terms of the “abstract” structures involved, and the computational requirements they impose on the processing mechanism.
3.3.1. Three levels of generalisation
A key question in language acquisition is how children learn to abstract away from the actual linguistic material they hear, to extend their knowledge to process novel utterances. Obviously, at the same time, children's generalisations must be constrained so that they can produce only “grammatical” utterances. In the present section we list the generalisation mechanisms that a model, based on two cognitive capacities, grouping and finding smaller fragments in larger ones (i.e. coverage), can offer. The three levels of generalisation we will present constitute a “continuum” in that each subsequent level builds on the abstract representations of the previous one(s) and requires more computational complexity.

**Level 1**
The first level of generalisation/abstraction was actually introduced in Section 2.2 where we saw how the tabular representation of agreement groups can be used for processing novel utterances. Also, we drew a parallel between agreement groups and linguistic patterns in Section 2.4. The computational requirement for this abstraction level consists in finding a sequence of agreement categories which is compatible with some agreement group.

**Level 2**
To reach the second level of generalisation, we need the notion of “coverage structure”. Note that we cannot use boxes like e.g. in (12) to depict how possibly discontinuous fragments contribute to the coverage of an utterance. A tabular representation, like Table 4, on the other hand, is a more appropriate visualisation of what we will call the “coverage structure” of an utterance. Furthermore, coverage structure may form a basis for “constituent structure” if we know which fragments to choose and how to combine them. For instance, Table 5 shows a subset of the fragments in Table 4 arranged in such a way that we get a quasi constituent-tree by iteratively enclosing the content of the row in brackets, moving words (and brackets) downwards as the arrows indicate, and coalescing identical words. The “derivation” is shown in (17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shall</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>drawing</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some</td>
<td>drawing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>do</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>we</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>shall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(17)  some drawing → (some drawing) → do (some drawing) →
      (do (some drawing)) → we (do (some drawing)) → (we (do (some drawing))) →
→ shall (we (do (some drawing))) then→ (shall (we (do (some drawing))) then)

Thus, besides representing discontinuous dependencies, coverage structure may help assign constituent structure to utterances. What is more important for the present discussion is that coverage structure enables cross-fragment generalisation, i.e. “abstraction” across agreement groups participating in the coverage of an utterance. Recall that fragments are mapped onto agreement groups and words receive agreement categories depending on their positions within utterances. In (18), e.g., we can see the fragments of Table 4 translated into sequences of agreement categories. For example, fragment *some then* can be mapped onto group 292, where *some* can appear in the first position (hence its category 292_1).

(18)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{some then} & \quad 292_1 292_2 \\
\text{do some} & \quad 379_1 379_2 \\
\text{we some} & \quad 551_1 551_2 \\
\text{shall some} & \quad 16636_1 16636_2
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{some drawing} & \quad 304_1 304_2 \\
\text{do then} & \quad 2_1 2_2 \\
\text{we then} & \quad 681_1 681_2 \\
\text{we drawing} & \quad 5547_1 5547_2 \\
\text{do then} & \quad 2_1 2_2 \\
\text{we then} & \quad 681_1 681_2 \\
\text{we drawing} & \quad 5547_1 5547_2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

We assume that language learners memorise utterances and make generalisations on the basis of such stored utterances. For short utterances agreement grouping works well. However the one-word similarity criterion would require an unrealistically large corpus of stored sequences for longer utterances. On the other hand, if we suppose that learners memorise utterances together with their coverage structures then we can reach a next (second) level of generalisation. Coverage structure provides immediate clues as to which fragments can be combined with which others within a grammatical utterance. The fact that fragments can be identified with groups is the key point here and is visualised in Table 6, where fragments are represented as category sequences.

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shall</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>drawing</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>292_1</td>
<td>292_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>304_1</td>
<td>304_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2_1</td>
<td>2_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>379_1</td>
<td>379_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>681_1</td>
<td>681_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5547_1</td>
<td>5547_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>551_1</td>
<td>551_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55_1</td>
<td>55_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12969_1</td>
<td>12969_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16636_1</td>
<td>16636_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16278_1</td>
<td>16278_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>136_1</td>
<td>136_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that fragments may be mapped onto several groups, which possibly means several category assignments for a given fragment. Here this would simply mean more rows in the corresponding table, and consequently greater generalisation potential.
Coverage structure, then, is not just a snapshot of the dependencies and structural relations of a given utterance: it is a pattern or “schema” which enables the processing of a whole class of linguistic sequences. More formally, a schema is a coverage structure where fragments are represented with categories (cf. Table 6). An utterance $U$ can be mapped onto schema $Sc$ if there is a subset $Sc_k$ of the fragments in $Sc$ such that $U$ can be covered by $Sc_k$, i.e. by the groups corresponding to the fragments of $Sc_k$. For instance, alongside with many grammatical and ungrammatical sentences Have I got some juice then is compatible with the schema of Table 6. Categories printed bold in Table 7 represent the subset of groups which can be used in covering the utterance with the fragments in (19) as Table 8 shows.

(19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>some juice</th>
<th>got some</th>
<th>I got</th>
<th>have then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>304_1</td>
<td>304_2</td>
<td>379_1</td>
<td>379_2</td>
<td>12969_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55_1</td>
<td>55_2</td>
<td>12969_1</td>
<td>12969_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shall</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>drawing</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>292_1</td>
<td>292_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304_1</td>
<td>304_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379_1</td>
<td>379_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681_1</td>
<td>681_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5547_1</td>
<td>5547_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551_1</td>
<td>551_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12969_1</td>
<td>12969_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16636_1</td>
<td>16636_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16278_1</td>
<td>16278_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136_1</td>
<td>136_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>got</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>juice</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>got</td>
<td>some</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>then</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that we get a simplified “parse” for an utterance if we consider the columns of schemas to be symbolising “metacategories” associated with sets of categories. On such a view schemas are just sequences of metacategories and mapping onto a schema simply means category matching. For example, the first column of Table 6 consists of categories 12969_1, 16636_1, 16278_1, and 136_1, so it is a “12969_1 16636_1 16278_1 136_1” metacategory. The schema of Table 6 is compressed into a metacategory sequence as Table 9. Similarly, we can interpret utterances as sequences of metacategories since a word can belong to several agreement categories.
Table 10 presents *Have I got some juice then* as a sequence of metacategories.\footnote{Recall that words can possibly have much more categories than those indicated in the table.}

### Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shall</th>
<th>we</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>drawing</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12969_1</td>
<td>681_1</td>
<td>2_1</td>
<td>292_1</td>
<td>304_2</td>
<td>292_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16636_1</td>
<td>5547_1</td>
<td>379_1</td>
<td>304_1</td>
<td>5547_2</td>
<td>2_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16278_1</td>
<td>551_1</td>
<td>55_2</td>
<td>379_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>681_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136_1</td>
<td>55_1</td>
<td>16278_2</td>
<td>551_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12969_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>16636_2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Have</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>got</th>
<th>some</th>
<th>juice</th>
<th>then</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12969_1</td>
<td>55_1</td>
<td>55_2</td>
<td>292_1</td>
<td>304_2</td>
<td>292_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>379_1</td>
<td>304_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2_2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>379_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>681_2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>551_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12969_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>16636_2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we define matching of metacategories as having at least one element (agreement category) in common, the metacategory sequence for *Have I got some juice then* matches that of the schema of Table 9, which in turn can be interpreted as *Have I got some juice then* being mappable onto that schema. Cf. the boldface items. The advantage of this metacategory sequence interpretation might be that it allows a simple model of abstraction: word sequences of encountered utterances become category sequences enabling the processing of novel utterances. Ontogenetically, metacategories could be the precursors for more abstract syntactic categories like noun, verb, etc. Basically, the computational requirement for Level 2 is to find a subset of fragments (groups) in a schema that can cover the input utterance. For the metacategories case the task is to find a schema matching the category sequence of the utterance in question. Schemas are “composed” of groups, the primary generalisation engines of Level 1.

### Level 3

Once again, the above level of “abstraction” is a consequence of the fact that fragments in a schema represent groups. A further level of generalisation, “cross-schematic abstraction”, can be reached by discarding the idea that a fragment-type (i.e. group) can only contribute to the construction of the particular utterance-type in which it was detected and memorised by the learner. If we regard a coverage structure comprising \( k \) fragments as guidelines for how any two of the \( k \) fragments (i.e. any two groups of the \( k \)) can be combined we obtain \( k(k-1)/2 \) partial constraints on coverage structure in general. Putting together such partial “combinability” constraints provided by all schemas yields a pool of constraints responsible.
for the coverage structure of principally any utterance. Combinability constraints (or “rules”) can be extracted automatically from schemas by simply recording the relative order of the elements of the two fragments in question. More formally put, a combinability constraint $CC$ for fragments $F_1$ and $F_2$ in schema $Sc$ is a sequence of agreement categories $c_1...c_n$, where each $c_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) occupies a unique position in $Sc$, each $c_i$ belongs to either fragment $F_1$ or $F_2$, and if $c_i$ precedes $c_j$ in $Sc$ then $c_i$ precedes $c_j$ in $CC$. If $c_i$ and $c_j$ appear in the same column of $Sc$ their order is immaterial in $CC$.

Agreement categories appearing in different columns of $Sc$ are separated by commas. For instance, based on the schema in Table 6, the combinability constraints for some groups are given in (20). Interestingly, combinability constraints can typify syntactic operations/phenomena. $CC(55, 304)$, the combinability constraint for groups 55 and 304, licenses a kind of juxtaposition or concatenation of strings coming from the respective groups, but in a broad sense since fragments corresponding to other groups can intervene if we step out of schema Table 6. The constraint in (20) b) effects the embedding of group 379 fragments in fragments from group 681, while constraint $CC(2, 5547)$ results in a crossing dependency effect. (20) d) can be seen as a pattern for substituting a group 304 fragment for category 292_1.

Note that since the relative position of any two fragments can vary in schemas, there can be several combinability constraints for the same pair of fragments (groups).

\[(20)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a)} & \quad CC(55, 304) & & 55_1, 55_2, 304_1, 304_2, & \text{“concatenation”} \\
\text{b)} & \quad CC(379, 681) & & 681_1, 379_1, 379_2, 681_2, & \text{“embedding”} \\
\text{c)} & \quad CC(2, 5547) & & 5547_1, 2_1, 5547_2, 2_2, & \text{“crossing dependency”} \\
\text{d)} & \quad CC(292, 304) & & 292_1 304_1, 304_2, 292_2, & \text{“substitution”}
\end{align*}
\]

A “coverage parsing” algorithm is outlined as (21).

\[(21)\]

1. Given: input utterance $U$
2. Cover the utterance with possible fragments, i.e. set up coverage structure $CS$ for $U$
3. Find a coverage structure $CS_k$ (subset of $CS$) consisting of $k$ fragments arranged in $k$ rows in $CS$ such that any two fragments, $F_i$ and $F_j$ ($1 \leq i, j \leq k, i \neq j$) in $CS_k$ be combinable, i.e. for any pair of fragments there exist a combinability constraint $CC(i,j)$ or $CC(j,i)$.
4. $U$ is grammatical if $CS_k$ exists (i.e. if every word position in $U$ is covered by $CS_k$)

\[12\] For simplicity the agreement category represented by a smaller number will be written first.

\[13\] Thus it might be more precise to write $CC[i,j]_k$, where the index $k$ would differentiate constraints for the same pair of groups.
In case the notion of grammaticality does not seem theoretically clear-cut enough, it is possible to relax our grammaticality criterion and employ a milder notion of acceptability instead: one might, e.g., require the existence of combinability constraints for only some part of $CS_k$ depending on the degree of acceptability one wishes to tolerate. The computational requirement for Level 3 is to find a subset of fragments (groups) with valid combinability constraints that can cover the input utterance. CCs are abstracted from schemas, the primary generalisation objects of Level 2. Our definitions concerning CCs and the “parsing” algorithm (21) will be made more general in Section 6.3.

4. Discussion

4.1. Agreement groups for usage-based syntactic processing

The basic findings of the coverage experiments are listed under points 1-5 below.

1. Longer utterances can be covered by shorter ones (fragments) that are compatible with agreement groups.
2. Agreement groups can account for a large part of a covered utterance (78% on average, in our non-discontinuous experiment).
3. There is a considerable degree of novelty in fragments.
4. Agreement groups can account for the novelty in fragments (on average, 49% of an utterance was covered by novel fragments, i.e. by word sequences which were not explicitly present in the training corpus).
5. Allowing discontinuous fragments enhances coverage.

These findings, taken together with previous results on agreement groups, may also have some theoretical relevance as to the understanding of the acquisition and processing of linguistic material, as was specifically shown in terms of generalisation levels. Roughly, the data seem to suggest two major levels of processing. Firstly, there is a more elementary, ‘group-level’ mechanism responsible for the linguistic appropriateness of the more elementary utterances belonging to this level. Secondly, these elementary utterances may either be standalone utterances in their own right, or they may qualify as building blocks, i.e. fragments, for longer, more complex utterances. More complex sentence building, the combination or integration of fragments, might then be done by the processing mechanisms of the more complex ‘covering level’. It is also possible to demarcate sublevels for both major levels. For instance, above we hypothesised that the coverage level may consist of Level 2 and Level 3, characterised by schemas and combinability constraints, respectively. Similarly, group-level processing can also be graded, in accordance with how many “slots” are allowed in a particular frame, ranging from zero to the number of all the word positions in the group (set arbitrarily to 5 in our experiments). Zero slots means no generalisation at all. This is the case when each agreement category – each column in the corresponding table – has only one word, i.e. we have a “one-member group” consisting of a single stored utterance. The other extreme is
maximal generalisation when each category has more than one word. Such a division of processing levels might be consonant with the three usage-based options for children to produce an utterance as described in Tomasello (2003, pp. 308-309). The first option, just producing an utterance as it was heard – *There-ya-go*, for example – corresponds to zero generalisation. The second option is retrieving a stored utterance and perform some elementary operations on it. These operations can be i) fitting a new constituent into a slot, ii) adding a new constituent onto the beginning or the end of a retrieved utterance, iii) insert a new constituent into the middle of a retrieved utterance. While slot-filling is typically a group-level operation in our framework, adding and inserting new elements involves the coverage levels. The third option, “combining constituent schemas” may point in the direction of combinability constraints, associated with our highest level of generalisation.

The elementary operations for ii) and iii) above stem from Lieven et al. (2003) who employ five basic operations – substitute, add on, drop, insert, and rearrange – to derive a closest match for a novel utterance. The number of operations is reduced in Dąbrowska and Lieven (2005) who employ only two: juxtaposition and superimposition.

The positioning of fragments relative to each other might be characterised in terms of similar basic operations in the agreement groups model, as well. The non-discontinuous covering algorithm that we employed in our first coverage experiment was able to detect only two fragment combination types, as apparent from (12). We will refer to these as ‘contiguous’ and ‘intersecting’, respectively. Cf. (22) and (23). They suppose a non-discontinuous succession of fragments in time, i.e. no word from another fragment comes between any two words of any fragment. Non-discontinuity does not preclude the sharing of elements in ending/beginning positions, as (23) exemplifies. The contiguous example of (22) can be seen as simply concatenating or “juxtaposing” fragments, while the intersecting fragments of (23) might exemplify a primitive way of superimposition – which might mean substitution, as well: e.g. *we do* is substituted for *we*. (22) can also be seen as an example of add on: either *shall we* is added on *do some* or vice versa. Our one-word-difference criterion on agreement groups is closely related to the notion of substitution: any non-base member of a group can actually be seen as a result of applying a single substitute operation to the base utterance, while novel utterances may alternatively be regarded as multiple-operation substitute sequences.

(22) Contiguous fragments (‘concatenation’, “juxtaposition”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fragment1</th>
<th>Fragment2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>shall we</strong></td>
<td><strong>do some</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intersecting fragments ("superimposition")
Fragment1 Fragment2

shall we do

Our results showed that just these two types of non-discontinuous fragment combinations were sufficient to cover 78 percent of mother-child data. Allowing discontinuous fragments improved coverage by a modest five percent. The increase is not much. However, bearing in mind that mother-child discourse is actually a simplified way of using language, one should not expect mother-child data to include a significant number of complicated linguistic constructions whose analysis would require the more powerful apparatus of discontinuous processing. That said, languages do have complicated constructions like embeddings or crossing dependencies. These constructions cannot be processed with just contiguous, and intersecting fragments, since they involve discontinuity. The hypothetical examples under (24) reflect a kind of embedding effect. The fragment not very in (24) a) is embedded in fragment a nice girl without the sharing of any words – a kind of INSERT operation. On the other hand, (24) b) shows a sort of substitution effect owing to the fact that nice belongs to both fragments: nice is replaced with not very nice.

Embedding fragments

a) Fragment1: a nice girl Fragment2: not very

b) Fragment1: a nice girl Fragment2: not very nice

The nested dependency construction of (25) demonstrates the possibility of multiple embeddings for fragments. Table 11, the coverage structure for The rat the cat the dogs hate chased eats the cheese, also reveals that within-fragment, “local”, agreement relations remain valid for the whole utterance. The nouns’ person and number values agree with those of the corresponding verbs: the rat eats whereas the dogs hate.
Table 11

*The coverage structure for ‘The rat the cat the dogs hate chased eats the cheese’*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The</th>
<th>rat</th>
<th>the</th>
<th>cat</th>
<th>the</th>
<th>dogs</th>
<th>hate</th>
<th>chased</th>
<th>eats</th>
<th>the</th>
<th>cheese</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the</td>
<td>rat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the</td>
<td>cat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the</td>
<td>dogs</td>
<td>hate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that such constructions are virtually limited to two embeddings, may be due to differences in generalisation levels. While constructions with just one or two embedded clauses can be stored as schemas – Level 2 generalisation –, longer utterances will probably require more complex processing, i.e. they will have to rely more heavily on the combinability constraints of Level 3.14 The ‘interwoven’ fragments of (26) provide another example of how discontinuously combined utterances can yield fairly complex structures, a crossing-dependency construction in the example. The corresponding coverage structure is given as Table 12.

(26)

**INTERWOVEN FRAGMENTS (Crossing dependency)**

Fragment1: Anna ran  
Fragment2: Betty jogged  
Fragment3: Charles walked  
Fragment4: Betty and Charles  
Fragment5: jogged and walked respectively

Anna, Betty, and Charles ran, jogged, and walked, respectively

Table 12

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anna</th>
<th>Betty</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>Charles</th>
<th>ran</th>
<th>jogged</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>walked</th>
<th>respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>walked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recall that our coverage experiments were meant to demonstrate that fragment combinations may span relatively complex utterances. We emphasise, however, that no commitment was made as to the grammatical ‘correctness’ of any of the fragments. As the example of (12), repeated as (27) a), suggests, there can be several ways to achieve the same degree of

---

14 Cf. our similar arguments in Section 6.3 concerning the results of Dąbrowska (2008) on English long-distance dependency constructions.
coverage. It remains $5/6 = 83\%$ for 27) b) and c) where fragments we do and do some are missing, respectively. A learner will most probably develop his/her system of allowable combinations in such a way that processing be optimal – in some sense.

(27)

a) shall we do some drawing then

b) shall we do some drawing then

c) shall we do some drawing then

4.2. Language acquisition and generalisation

An interesting phenomenon in children’s language acquisition is overgeneralisation. When children seem to have acquired some “rules” for “generating” regular well-formed utterances, they also tend to apply those rules where they should not. Brown (1973, p. 333), for instance, reports mistakes like in (28).

(28)

a) *He goed to make another one.
b) *Did you bought this?
c) *What did he doed?

In (28) a) the regular –ed past form is incorrectly generated for go, in b) the past tense form bought is correct but it is incorrectly used for buy, in c) both the application of past tense and the actual past tense form are wrong. Let us examine how such mistakes can follow from an agreement groups model. Suppose the child has stored the you play group of (29) in memory.

The group contains both present and past forms of both regular and irregular verbs. Note that all the novel utterances, we help, we fall, we helped, we fell, compatible with the group are grammatical.

(29)

you play you played we play we played you help you helped you fall you fell

It is reasonable to expect the child to realise, at some point of development, that the words within the \{play, help, fall, played, helped, fell\} category can be differentiated with respect to their endings. Some words have –ed, some
do not. This may entail, on the one hand, the division of \{play, help, fall, played, helped, fell\} into categories \{play, help, fall, fell\} and \{played, helped\}. On the other hand, since –ed can now be seen as a speech fragment that can combine with the “stems” of the \{played, helped\} category words, it may be necessary to revise the grouping of (29) because originally it consisted of two-unit utterances but now some utterances seem to consist of three units. Thus the two groups of (30) seem to be a more rational distribution of the original utterances.

(30)

\begin{align*}
&\text{you play} \quad \text{we play} \quad \text{you help} \quad \text{you fall} \quad \text{you fell} \\
&\text{you play ed} \quad \text{we play ed} \quad \text{you help ed}
\end{align*}

Next, the learner can notice that the \{play, help\} category of the \(Y X \text{ed}\) frame is actually a subset of the \{play, help, fall, fell\} category of the you play group and conclude that \{play, help, fall, fell\} category words are allowable for the you play ed group, too. Naturally, this would lead to such overgeneralisation errors as shown in (31). The \text{failed} verb form parallels \text{goed} in (28) a) and \text{doed} in c). The \text{felled} form predicted by our approach is even more interesting since it may correspond to an intermediate developmental state where the analytical –ed past form “fights” the item based irregular one, and the outcome is a draw. Such verb forms do exist in children’s language: Brown (1973, p. 335), for instance, explicitly refers to \text{tored, broked} and \text{felled}. Note that such kinds of errors are linked primarily to the first level of generalisation in our model as they can be accounted for in terms of agreement groups and agreement categories. \text{Did you bought this?} can be explained similarly. Utterances \text{you buy} and \text{you bought} may belong to the same group, so they can share an agreement category, say \(X=\{\text{buy, bought, ...}\}\). On the basis of some inter-group parallelism the child may erroneously infer that any \(X\) category element can be used for another category in another frame, say for \(Y\) in \text{Did you Y this?} This frame would license both \text{Did you buy this?} and \text{*Did you bought this?}

(31)

\begin{align*}
a) \quad \text{Group:} & \quad Y X \text{ed} \\
& \quad Y = \{\text{you, we}\} \\
& \quad X = \{\text{play, help, fall, fell}\}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
b) \quad \text{Novel utterances:} & \\
& \quad *\text{you fall ed} \quad *\text{you fell ed} \quad \text{we help ed} \\
& \quad *\text{we fall ed} \quad *\text{we fell ed}
\end{align*}

The ungrammaticality of \text{*What did he doed?} probably involves some interference from the covering mechanisms of the higher generalisation levels. Suppose the child has two agreement groups corresponding to frame \(Y X \text{ed}\) and frame \text{What did Y X}, respectively, with \(Y\) including \text{he} and \(X\) including \text{do}. Figure 11 shows how the two groups can cover the erroneous utterance. The resultant coverage structure in Figure 11 can constitute a
candidate schema or combinability constraint as illustrated in Table 13. Whether or not the coverage structure develops into a fully fledged schema, or CC, might be determined by how optimal it is with respect to its linguistic-communicative function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1: Y X ed</th>
<th>Y = {you, we, he}</th>
<th>X = {play, help, fall, fell, do}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 2: What did Y X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage structure:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did he do ed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What did he do he do ed</td>
<td></td>
<td>What</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Hypothetical coverage structure for *What did he doed?* effected by Group1 and Group2

Table 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>did</th>
<th>he</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>ed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2_1</td>
<td>2_2</td>
<td>2_3</td>
<td>2_4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1_1</td>
<td>1_2</td>
<td>1_3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above examples also indicate that the agreement groups method is not confined to a single linguistic module. Our analysis involved the past tense morphology of English verbs, thereby traversing the syntax-morphology interface of language.

The fact that overgeneralisation errors minimize as the child becomes older relates to some underlying error correction mechanisms. In our framework this broadly means the regrouping of utterances (i.e. homogenising groups), reorganising schemas, or revising combinability constraints for fragments. Viewed from a statistical perspective, such corrections can be connected to the notions of preemption – “repeatedly witnessing the word in a competing pattern” – and a pattern’s degree of openness – “the variability of the items that occur in a given pattern” – as advocated by e.g. Goldberg (2009a). Of the many possible alternative groups, schemas, and CCs, those ones will be “finalised” (long-term optimization) or applied in the current speech act (situation-level optimisation) which have been witnessed15 most often in previous similar communicative situations (preemption) or are compatible with the most linguistic items (degree of openness). Tomasello (2003) considers entrenchment, besides preemption, an important constraint on generalisation: “Entrenchment simply refers to the fact that when an organism does something in the same way successfully enough times, that way of doing it becomes habitual and it is very difficult for another way of doing that same thing to enter into the picture” (p. 300). From our point of

---

15 i.e. have been used successfully for processing.
view, only those groups, schemas, and CCs should survive or be dominant which have been used successfully in numerous communicative situations. Tomasello (2003, Section 4.3.4) characterise children’s early syntactic development in terms of the construction types that are available at subsequent developmental stages. The constructions for each later stage become more complex due to the appearance of more advanced cognitive functions. First, holophrases do not exhibit any relevant syntactic features. Second, word combinations (“pivot schemas”) can partition events lexically. Third, item-based constructions can mark participant roles syntactically, but syntactic performance depends strongly on the particular constructions. Finally, abstract constructions appear that characterise events in terms of participant roles in a more generic fashion. Such abstract “schemas” can be represented by category sequences like e.g. \textit{trans-SUBJ trans-VERB trans-OBJ} meaning that the subject of a transitive verb precedes the verb in question and the object comes after the verb. Roughly, we can say that the developmental process consists in going from holophrases like \texttt{mummy-loves-you} to category sequences like \textit{SUBJECT VERB OBJECT}, or more generically, \texttt{NOUN VERB NOUN}. Let us see how this can be done in the agreement groups framework.

First the child has to discover that holophrases are made up of words. The discovery process may be related to what we said about agreement groups construed as superpositions of frames in Section 2.4. Given input utterances (32) a) the child may “notice” that they can be grouped so that the utterances in a group have a fixed part and a variable part. Cf. (32) b)–d). The fixed parts can serve as the foundations of item-based phrases, whereas variable parts form classes of linguistic units that can fit into the slots of such frames. These variable linguistic units will be the words in the child’s vocabulary. Thus segmentation of holophrastic utterances and group formation may be parallel processes.

(32)

\begin{enumerate}
\item a) \texttt{mummy-loves-you} \texttt{daddy-loves-you} \texttt{Adam-loves-you}
\texttt{mummy-needs-you} \texttt{mummy-kisses-you} \texttt{mummy-loves-him}
\texttt{mummy-loves-daddy}

\item b) \texttt{mummy-loves-you}
\texttt{daddy-loves-you}
\texttt{Adam-loves-you}
\texttt{item-based phrase: X-loves-you}
\texttt{X=\{mummy, daddy, Adam\}}

\item c) \texttt{mummy-loves-you}
\texttt{mummy-needs-you}
\texttt{mummy-kisses-you}
\texttt{item-based phrase: mummy-Y-you}
\texttt{Y=\{loves, needs, kisses\}}

\item d) \texttt{mummy-loves-you}
\texttt{mummy-loves-daddy}
\texttt{mummy-loves-him}
\texttt{item-based phrase: mummy-loves-Z}
\texttt{Z=\{you, daddy, him\}}
\end{enumerate}

As a next step, the child “realises” that even the fixed parts of item-based phrases are composed of units that function as variable parts for some item-
based phrases, i.e. that utterances are actually word sequences. At this point the child can start to look at the utterances coming from the environment in a different way: he/she is ready to look for word sequences in the speech stream. At the same time the child can start to build syntactic representations. This can be done in two, basically equivalent, ways, both ways involving the restructuring of the inventory of stored linguistic material. First, the child can reinterpret stored chunks as actually composed of smaller units, i.e. words belonging to word classes established on the basis of item-based phrases. This can entail the regrouping of the original utterances in terms of some similarity criterion, say our one-word difference requirement. For example, the child could recognise that utterances (32) a) meet the one-word difference criterion with respect to base sentence mummy loves you, and “treat” them as a group. The tabular representation of the group, in turn, could serve Level 1 generalisation purposes.

An equivalent way of deriving a tabular representation is to regard item-based phrases as frames and superimpose them (cf. Section 2.4). The superposition of the item-based phrases of (32), for instance, would yield category sequence X Y Z which in turn would represent a hypothetical table for the agreement group corresponding to (32) a) with agreement categories X, Y, and Z standing for the respective columns in the table. What is left to reach Tomasello’s (2003) abstract constructions stage is to identify X with subject (or noun), Y with verb, and Z with object (or noun). A precise answer to the question of how this is exactly done may lie outside the scope of our model. However, we note that there can be immediate ways of assigning syntactic categories to agreement categories. Consider the group in (33). Since what is in the same category as it, penguin, and that, it can explicitly indicate for the child that it, penguin, and that are “nominal” words, i.e. Z = “noun” for frame W X Y Z. Furthermore, if do was regarded by the child as a word prototypically denoting some action, it could be inferred that cuddle and eat also stand for some action, i.e. Y = “verb” for frame W X Y Z.¹⁶

(33)

you can do it       you can do that       you can cuddle it       you can’t do it
you can do penguin Anne can do it you can eat it     you can do what
I can do it

This direct category assignment may disagree with what Langacker (2009, p. 173) says in drawing parallels between Cognitive Grammar (CG, Langacker 1987), Cognitive Construction Grammar (CCxG, Goldberg 2006), and Radical Construction Grammar (RCxG, Croft 2001). He claims that “… CG, CCxG, and RCxG agree that distributional classes do not provide the basis for general characterizations of notions like noun, verb, subject, and object. Even in a single language, there may be no construction in which appear all and only those elements commonly recognized as nouns or verbs”. The example of (33) illustrates that it may not be absolutely necessary for, say, all nouns to be compatible with “construction” (33) in order that their

¹⁶ Some further examples can be found in Drienkó (2014)
agreement category or “distributional class” be allotted “metacategory” WHAT, i.e. ca. NOUN.

Waterfall et al. (2010) and Waterfall & Edelman (2009) emphasise the relevance of “variation sets” in child-directed speech as discourse cues for language acquisition. A variation set is “a contiguous sequence of utterances produced by a single speaker in a conversation and each successive pair of utterances has a lexical overlap of at least one element” (Waterfall et al. 2010, p. 687). It is easy to see some kinship between agreement groups and specific variation sets: for instance, the possible sequence of utterances this is my doll, this is your doll, there is my doll, this is my doggie constitutes a variation set but the utterances can form an agreement group, as well, since each utterance differs from this is my doll in only one word. Variation sets, thus, might facilitate group formation, the fundamental component of our generalisation model.

4.3. Generalisations at work

We singled out three basic cognitive levels for linguistic generalisations and associated with each level a characteristic type of generalisation object: agreement groups with Level 1, schemas with Level 2, and combinability constraints with Level 3. Arguably, there may also be a Level 0 of holophrases which can be characterised with the lack of syntactic generalisations. The computational processes associated with each level were said to build on the abstract representations of previous levels. So far, we have mostly referred to three types of computational processes: i) combination of words (“holophrases”) within agreement groups, i.e. processing novel utterances compatible with a given agreement group, ii) combination of agreement groups (fragments) within schemas, and iii) combinations of agreement groups (fragments) transcending the limits of schemas (CCs). In principle, however, generalisation should not be confined to just these processing types: it may be possible to combine each generalisation object with any other(s).

Thus, in general, we might have computational processes involving holophrase-holophrase, holophrase-group, holophrase-schema, group-group, group-schema, and schema-schema combinations. It would also be plausible to assume that in processing a given utterance several of these combination mechanisms may be involved simultaneously.

To see a holophrase-holophrase combination, for instance, consider such holophrastic expressions as I-think and it’s-OK. The utterance I think it’s OK could then be interpreted as the juxtaposition of the two expressions.¹⁷ Dąbrowska (2008) analysing English long-distance dependency (LDD) constructions from a usage-based perspective reports that the most acceptable interrogative LDD utterances were those which fit either template WH do you think S-GAP? or WH did you say S-GAP?. Furthermore,

¹⁷ Note that our model does not provide an immediate principle for distinguishing between multi-word utterances and holophrases. However, it would be quite straightforward to regard utterances above a certain frequency threshold as holophrases and assign some ‘holophrase’ category to them.
i) LDD questions disprefer other main verbs than *think* or *say*, other auxiliaries than *do*, as well as complementisers; ii) LDD questions virtually never involve dependencies longer than one clause. The data can be explained with reference to differences in processing levels. Suppose we have agreement groups (34) a) and b) and holophrases (34) c). The utterances of (35) a) can be obtained by the combination of group (34) a) and holophrastic expression *do-you-think*, whereas combining (34) a) with holphrase *did-you-say* yields sentences (35) b). Note that combination here may simply mean "insert". Combining group (34) a) and *I-think* leads to the "add on" utterances of (35) c) and d).

(34)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a)</th>
<th>b)</th>
<th>c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When Anne eats it <em>do you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne eats it <em>can you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne eats it <em>do-you-think</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How Anne eats it <em>can you think</em></td>
<td>How Anne eats it <em>do you think</em></td>
<td>How Anne eats it <em>did-you-say</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When she eats it <em>do you think</em></td>
<td>When she eats it <em>can you think</em></td>
<td>When she eats it <em>I-think</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When Anne drinks it <em>do you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne drinks it <em>can you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne drinks it <em>I-think</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When Anne ate it <em>do you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne ate it <em>can you think</em></td>
<td>When Anne ate it <em>I-think</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a)</th>
<th>b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When <em>do-you-think</em> Anne eats it</td>
<td>When <em>did-you-say</em> Anne eats it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When <em>do-you-think</em> Anne ate it</td>
<td>When <em>did-you-say</em> Anne ate it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How <em>do-you-think</em> she drinks it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) I-think When Anne eats it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When Anne eats it <em>I-think</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When she eats it <em>I-think</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, for adult speakers, *do you think* or *did you say* can also be available as word sequences that are members of corresponding agreement groups. Cf. (34) b). The fragment-fragment (i.e. group-group) type combination of (34) a) and b) results in sentences like (36).

(36)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When can they think Anne eats it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When did they think Anne eats it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When can they say Anne eats it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since an “insert”, or “add on” type holphrase-group combination may require less computational efforts than the combination of the words from two groups, *When do-you-think Anne eats it*, for example, may be processed more readily – i.e. is “more acceptable” – than *When can they think Anne eats it*. The holophrastic interpretation of *do-you-think*, or *did-you-say* also explains why no other words are welcome in the LDD constructions. Why LDD constructions do not prefer longer dependencies may be explained by the fact that the involvement of even more fragments would require even more computation. Alternatively, we could also think of utterances like (35) a) and b) as representing the underlying *WH do you think X Y it* or *WH did you say X Y it* schemas, respectively. Further clauses, then, would require
stepping out of the schemas, which would entail the need for the more complex computational processes of Level 3.

Allowing the combination of any type of generalisation object with any other entails that the combinability constraints of Level 3 should possibly involve not only fragment-fragment (group-group) combinations but also holophrase-holophrase, holophrase-group, holophrase-schema, group-group, group-schema, and schema-schema combinations. The extension of combinability constraints for any objects, in turn, requires the reformulation of the mechanisms of extracting CCs from generalisation objects. Instead of “schema”, we will use the more general term “matrix object”, i.e. an object containing object(s). Recall we have the following types of generalisation objects: holophrase (Level 0), group (Level 1), schema (Level 2), and constraint (Level 3). A holophrase is considered to be a single unit, though it may contain several words. An agreement group consists of utterances minimally contrasting with a base utterance. A schema is an abstract coverage structure showing how certain more complex utterance types can be obtained by combining certain groups. A constraint is a partial coverage structure showing how two objects can be combined in general. Then, a combinability constraint \( CC(obj_1, obj_2)_k \) for generalisation objects \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) in matrix object \( MO \) is a sequence of agreement categories \( c_1...c_n \), where each \( c_i \) (\( 1 \leq i \leq n \)) occupies a unique position in \( MO \), each \( c_i \) belongs to either object \( O_1 \) or \( O_2 \), and if \( c_i \) precedes \( c_j \) in \( MO \) then \( c_i \) precedes \( c_j \) in \( CC(obj_1, obj_2)_k \). If \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) appear in the same column of \( MO \) their order is immaterial in \( CC(obj_1, obj_2)_k \). Agreement categories appearing in different columns of \( MO \) are separated by commas.

In our model, language acquisition can be seen as a process of continuously extracting patterns, i.e. generalisation objects, from utterances coming from around us. The extraction process (acquisition), in principle, could go on for the entire lifetime of the learner. This is reflected in the fact that our definition of CCs allows CCs operating with CCs. That is to say, combinability constraints – i.e. partial coverage structures – can be combined to obtain further combinability constraints – larger (partial) coverage structures. Such “higher level” constraints may be useful for processing frequently encountered speech fragments. They can speed up processing since they can function as prefabricated building blocks for still higher-level processing due to the fact that the objects which they consist of need not be combined from scratch. On the other hand more and more constraints requiring more and more memory space would eventually overburden the cognitive system. This suggests a kind of trade-off between schematisation – i.e. creating and storing abstract generalisation objects – and the “online” cognitive mechanisms subserving linguistic processing – i.e. mapping on groups, and coverage. Accordingly, storing both matrix objects and the combinability constraints extracted from them may be useful initially, but later on, having an abundant inventory of stored linguistic examples, it may be more economical to “remember” only those novel generalisation object combinations which yield significant benefit, e.g. by

---

18 For simplicity the agreement category represented by a smaller number is written first.
speeding up processing. For instance, it may be unnecessary to keep in memory a novel coverage structure when it can be obtained by simply combining an already existing schema and a group. It would be more economical to record the novel structure as a novel combinability constraint for the two objects in question.

In (37) we reformulate the coverage parsing algorithm of (21) in terms of the more general notion “generalisation object” instead of “fragment”.

(37)

1. Given: input utterance $U$
2. Cover the utterance with possible generalisation objects, i.e. set up coverage structure $CS$ for $U$
3. Find a coverage structure $CS_k$ (subset of $CS$) consisting of $k$ objects arranged in $k$ rows in $CS$ such that any two objects, $O_i$ and $O_j$ ($1 \leq i, j \leq k$, $i \neq j$) in $CS_k$ be combinable, i.e. for any pair of objects there exist a combinability constraint $CC(i,j)$ or $CC(j,i)$.
4. $U$ is grammatical if $CS_k$ exists (i.e. if every word position in $U$ is covered by $CS_k$)

Again, we can relax the combinability requirement in the 3rd step of the algorithm to effect the processability of utterances that cannot be covered so “densely”. For example, given $k$ objects, it might be sufficient to require $k-1$ distinct combinability constraints instead of the $k(k-1)/2$ ones required by step 3 of (37).

To illustrate the interplay of generalisation objects in linguistic processing, let us demonstrate how sentence *I think Eve Anna Betty and Charles cycled ran jogged and walked respectively* might be covered on the basis of the schema in Figure 12 – representing the basic ‘respectively’ construction – and three combinability constraints derivable from three respective matrix objects.

The coverage structure in Figure (13) for *I think Betty and Charles jogged and walked respectively* is a matrix object from which combinability constraint $CC1$ can be extracted licensing the combination of holophrase *I think* and the schema underlying utterance *Betty and Charles jogged and walked respectively*.19

---

19 Recall that coverage structures consist of categories representing groups, but we write the actual words of the utterances in question for readability. The discontinuous lines in the coverage structure indicate that *I think* as a holophrase should be regarded as a single item and be represented by a single column.
Figure 13. Matrix object for extracting combinability constraint CC1.

The coverage structure for *Anna Betty and Charles ran jogged and walked respectively* provides CC2 which enables the combination of the group behind *Anna ran* and the schema symbolised by Figure 12. Cf. Figure 14. Finally, *Eve and Anna cycled and ran*, the matrix utterance of Figure 15 supplies CC3 for combining the two hypothetical groups underlying *Anna ran* and *Eve cycled*, respectively.

Figure 14. Matrix object for extracting combinability constraint CC2

Figure 15. Matrix object for extracting combinability constraint CC3
Our coverage parsing algorithm can now establish coverage structure Table 14 for input utterance *I think Eve Anna Betty and Charles cycled ran jogged and walked respectively.*

Table 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eve</th>
<th>Anna</th>
<th>Betty</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>Charles</th>
<th>cycled</th>
<th>ran</th>
<th>jogged</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>walked</th>
<th>respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>cycled</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next step is to find combinable objects within the coverage structure. *CC1* permits the combination of *I think* and *Betty and Charles jogged and walked respectively*. Cf. Table 15.

Table 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eve</th>
<th>Anna</th>
<th>Betty</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>Charles</th>
<th>cycled</th>
<th>ran</th>
<th>jogged</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>walked</th>
<th>respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>cycled</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16 shows how *CC2* allows the combination of *Anna ran* and *Betty and Charles jogged and walked respectively*.

Table 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Eve</th>
<th>Anna</th>
<th>Betty</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>Charles</th>
<th>cycled</th>
<th>ran</th>
<th>jogged</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>walked</th>
<th>respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>think</td>
<td>Anna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>cycled</td>
<td>ran</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>jogged</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>walked</td>
<td>respectively</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combination of *Eve cycled* and *Anna ran* is possible via *CC3* as illustrated in Table 17. The grey cells indicate that every position of the utterance is covered by some object.
Table 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think</th>
<th>Eve</th>
<th>Anna</th>
<th>Betty and</th>
<th>Charles</th>
<th>cycled</th>
<th>ran</th>
<th>jogged</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>walked</th>
<th>respectively</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think</td>
<td>Eve</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coverage structure for our example utterance involves four generalisation objects: i) the schema underlying Betty and Charles jogged and walked respectively, ii) Group 1 licensing Anna ran, iii) Group 2 licensing Eve cycled, iv) holophrase I think; and three combinability constraints, CC1, CC2, and CC3. Thus the utterance can be considered grammatical if our algorithm adopts the less strict parsing condition, i.e. \( k-1 \) constraints for \( k \) objects. Note that our example schema was treated as a single unit, i.e. as a single row in the coverage structures, as far as combinability was concerned. This may reduce computational costs significantly, since combinability is not checked for “sub-objects” of objects.

4.4. Agreement groups as usage-based constructions

In Fillmore (1988, p. 54) “grammatical constructions [are treated] as syntactic patterns which can fit into each other, impose conditions on each other, and inherit properties from each other. Grammatical constructions define positions...”. This view is largely consonant with our picture of agreement groups construed as representing simple or “primary” constructions which can be combined into more abstract schemas. Due to its usage-based stance, however, explicit a priori defined feature ontologies, feature-specifications, or conditions/constraints are not part of our model. On the other hand, agreement groups may, indeed, symbolise linguistic constructions as (38) and (39) show. Recall also the relationship between utterance positions and our agreement categories. (Cf. Section 2.2)

(38) ‘That’s X isn’t it’ construction (Group 2924)

that’s right isn’t it that’s easier isn’t it that’s better isn’t it that’s lovely isn’t it
that’s good isn’t it that’s Roger isn’t it that’s nice isn’t it that’s Joseph isn’t it
that’s alright isn’t it that’s blue isn’t it that’s bright isn’t it

(39) ‘That’s a X Y’ construction (Group 10127)

that’s a funny one that’s a funny laugh that’s a funny picture that’s a big one
that’s a good one that’s a red one that’s a funny man that’s a funny pussy
that’s a Daddy one that’s a funny noise that’s a smaller one that’s a hard one
that’s a old one that’s a little one that’s a funny thing that’s a funny song
that’s a new one that’s a lemon one
Furthermore Figure 16 demonstrates how agreement properties can be “inherited” in utterances covered by the two constructions. The 3rd–singular agreement between that’s and isn’t it, characteristic of the that’s right isn’t it group, is also valid for utterance that’s a good thing isn’t it.

| that’s good isn’t it: | 2924_1 2924_2 2924_3 2924_4 |
| that’s a good thing: | 10127_1 10127_2 10127_3 10127_4 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>That’s</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>good</th>
<th>thing</th>
<th>isn’t</th>
<th>it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10127_1</td>
<td>10127_2</td>
<td>10127_3</td>
<td>10127_4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2924_1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2924_2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2924_3</td>
<td>2924_4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16. 3rd-singular agreement “inherited” in utterance that’s a good thing isn’t it covered by groups 2924, and 10127.

Discussing Subject-Auxiliary Inversion (SAI), Goldberg (2009b, p. 211) asks the question “whether the set of constructions that exhibit SAI are best simply stipulated, or whether instead they should be recognized to form a network of related cases.” The agreement groups counterpart of such a question might be something like: Are SAI constructions represented by individual groups (fragments) or can they be effected by the combination(s) of more elementary fragments? Our model seems to support the former option as long as ‘isn’t’ is considered to be a single word. Groups a) and b) in (40), for instance, could straightforwardly be regarded as representatives of the respective constructions accounting for the data in c).

(40)

a) he is faster than she is
he is faster than John is
he isn’t faster than she is
he is slower than she is
Anne is faster than she is

b) he is faster than is she
he is faster than is John
he is slower than is she
Anne is faster than is she

c) he is faster than she is
he isn’t faster than she is
he is faster than is she
*he isn’t faster than is she
← a)
← a)
← b)
neither a) or b)

On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine how the data could be covered by the combination of more elementary fragments. To illustrate, the combinability of the he X faster group with the faster than she is/faster than is she groups in Figure 17 depends on whether X is negated or not. But what can prevent he isn’t faster from being a member of the he X faster group, given only our one-word difference criterion for group formation? If, then, he
*he isn’t faster than *is she could follow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group1: he is faster</th>
<th>Group2: faster than she is faster than he is</th>
<th>Group3: faster an is she faster than is he slower than is she</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he isn’t faster</td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
<td>faster than is he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he is slower</td>
<td></td>
<td>slower than is she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>isn’t faster</td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>faster than is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faster than is is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*He</td>
<td>isn’t faster</td>
<td>faster than is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>faster than is is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Combining Group1 with Group2 yields grammatical utterances, whereas Group1 and Group3 produces *he isn’t faster than *is she.

By interpreting ‘isn’t’ as consisting of ‘is’ and ‘not’, i.e. two words, we can arrive at a different conclusion. Now we have three groups, (41) a)-c), involved in the account for the data under (41) d). However, in this case it is also possible to obtain a coverage account since one may find a negated fragment F_{Not} licensing e.g. he is not faster, combinable with the uninverting fragment F_{she-is} licensing e.g. faster than she is but incombinable with the inverting fragment F_{is-she} responsible for e.g. faster than is she. In other words, our coverage parsing algorithm detects a valid coverage structure for he is not faster than she is because CC(F_{Not}, F_{she-is}) exists, but due to the nonexistence of CC(F_{Not}, F_{is-she}) *he is not faster than is she will be unacceptable. Cf Figure 18. The positive sentences, he is faster than she is, and he is faster than is she can be accounted for by a positive fragment F_{P} and constraints CC(F_{P},F_{she-is}) and CC(F_{P},F_{is-she}).
Drienko

(41)

a) he is faster than she is  b) he is faster than is she  c) he is not faster than she is
he is faster than John is  he is faster than is John  he is not faster than John is
he is slower than she is  he is slower than is she  he is not slower than she is
Anne is faster than she is  Anne is faster than is she  Anne is not faster than she is

d) he is faster than she is  \(\leftarrow a\) he is not faster than she is  \(\leftarrow c\)
he is faster than is she  \(\leftarrow b\)
*he is not faster than is she  neither a) or b) or c)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group1: he is not faster</th>
<th>Group2: faster than she is</th>
<th>Group3: faster than is she</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(F_{not})</td>
<td>(F_{she-is})</td>
<td>(F_{is-she})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he is not slower</td>
<td>faster than she is</td>
<td>faster than is she</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>he was not faster</td>
<td>slower than she is</td>
<td>slower than is she</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>He</th>
<th>is</th>
<th>not</th>
<th>faster</th>
<th>than</th>
<th>she</th>
<th>is</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>faster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*He</th>
<th>is</th>
<th>not</th>
<th>faster</th>
<th>than</th>
<th>is</th>
<th>she</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>is</td>
<td>not</td>
<td>faster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 18. Utterance ‘he is not faster than she is’ is grammatical because Group1 and Group2 can be combined via CC(F_{not}, F_{she-is}), whereas *he is not faster than is she is unacceptable due to the non-existence of CC(F_{not}, F_{is-she}), i.e. because Group1 and Group3 cannot be legally combined.

Popularizing Fluid Construction Grammar, van Trijp et al. (2012) underline the importance of the bidirectionality or reversibility of their implementation, i.e. that a single linguistic inventory is fit both for parsing and producing utterances. Note that agreement groups can also be used in both ways. Our “mapping on groups”, is actually a kind of parsing, especially so when mapping is understood as “coverage” and the output is the “coverage structure” of the input utterance. On the other hand, as we noted in Section 2.2, agreement groups are a powerful device for processing novel sentences. Naturally, processing might mean not just mapping onto groups, but it is also possible to produce utterances by selecting arbitrary elements with appropriate agreement agreement categories and string them together as constrained by the generalisation objects of our model.
The Embodied Construction Grammar of Bergen & Chang (2013) views constructions as an interface to mental simulation. We suspect that our framework does not contradict such a view since whatever the actual neurological representations of constructions – basically, groups of utterances, in our case – are, the formation of groups should not prevent group-member utterances (and/or the words they are composed of) from having access to or being accessible by other brain modules, the sensory-motor system, for instance.

Sag et al. (2012) divide their Sign-Based Construction Grammar framework, “meant to be compatible with most linguistic analyses that have been developed within CxG of all kinds” (p. 19), into three main parts: signature, lexicon and constructicon. Broadly, our agreement groups model might seem to have such components. Our “lexicon” contains words (holophrases) together with their agreement categories. The “constructicon” in our model consists of generalisation objects. “Signature” for us might mean an inventory of fundamental notions and procedures for the characterisation of the various components and processes underlying the generalisation mechanisms of mapping on groups and schemas, assembling coverage structure, extracting combinability constraints, and coverage “parsing”.

5. Conclusions

The results summarised in this work might possibly be understood as some evidence that linguistic analyses based on a suitable grouping of utterances, in particular on agreement groups as defined for our method, may be informative with respect to the cognitive mechanisms underlying linguistic behaviour. We showed that agreement groups can account for both individual utterances and utterances functioning as fragments for longer utterances. It was also demonstrated how the two concomitant cognitive capacities – grouping, and finding smaller fragments in larger ones – can serve as a basis for a continuum model of linguistic generalisation. The model, assuming three major levels of abstraction, suggests the following order of development for generalisation objects: holophrase, group, schema, constraint. The notion of “coverage structure” was extensively used throughout our analyses and it provided a principal footing for our formal statements about schemas, combinability constraints, and “coverage parsing”.

Our approach is distributional in that the emergence of generalisation objects, especially the grouping of utterances, is directly determined by the distributional properties of the “training set/corpus”. Our approach is usage-based since the emergence of linguistic objects is critically determined by the actual linguistic material the learner encounters. Our model is “computationist” as we consider the computational mechanisms underlying linguistic processing at least as important as the linguistic objects themselves. Our framework is also constructionist because it enables explicit correspondences between individual constructions and generalisation objects.
In order to counterbalance grouping errors due to noise, ungrammaticality and ambiguity in the training corpus we assume some error correction mechanisms that can delete mischievous utterances from misbehaving groups, or can delete an incorrect group altogether. Alternatively, the corpus can be preprocessed so that unwanted effects cannot interfere with grouping. Note, however, that our algorithms did not employ any kind of supervision. This may seem to be in line with various computational results showing signs of the possibility that unsupervised statistical learning of grammar representations is possible from non-annotated corpora (Solan et al. 2005, Bannard et al. 2009, Bod 2009, Waterfall et al. 2010). Nevertheless, we suspect that the formation of “perfect”, or, in our terminology, “homogeneous” generalisation objects requires some feedback, i.e. supervision, since the inherent ambiguities, and errors of human speech might not be entirely captured by statistical techniques.
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